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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes a Systems Engineering tool for automatic design, presents the results of its
application to the problem of designing Earth-based reduced-gravity simulators, and compares the
performance of the found optimal design solutions with that of the MIT TALARIS Hopper Testbed.
Earth-based reduced-gravity simulators are platforms that allow hosted vehicles to experience a
dynamic environment -from a guidance, navigation, and control perspective- analog to other planetary
surfaces. Simulators are used for system development and operator training purposes. Specifically,
reduced-gravity simulators produce a constant vertical thrust equal to a fraction of the weight of the
studied vehicle, this yielding a perceived gravity equal to the gravity of the celestial body of interest.
Planetary hoppers explore planetary surfaces through hopping, i.e. low altitude and short-duration
flying. Recently, these systems have gained popularity as cost-effective means for planetary exploration
due to their larger operational flexibility compared to other exploration systems.
The tool developed as part of this thesis eases the compilation and use of parts catalogs in the design
task, includes real-time visualization of the search process, supports the output of multiple solutions
that optimize conflicting goals, efficiently calculates Pareto frontiers of solutions, and can integrate
external solvers and simulators seamlessly.
Chapter 1 overviews the engineering challenges associated with Earth-based reduced-gravity simulators
applied to planetary hoppers. Chapter 2 provides the context knowledge required for the development
of the individual tasks in this thesis. Chapter 3 discusses the engineering literature covering relevant
previous work. Chapter 4 describes the selected approach and the tool that has been developed for the
design of the propulsion system of the simulator. Chapter 5 discusses the applicability of the approach
and design tool to the case of the MIT TALARIS Hopper Testbed. Chapter 6 summarizes the results and
outlines avenues for future research in this field.
Thesis Supervisor: Jeffrey A. Hoffman
Title: Professor of the Practice of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Chapter 1. Summary
1.1. Introduction
A reduced-gravity simulator for a space vehicle is an Earth-based vehicle that, from the viewpoint of
control and maneuverability, responds as if it weren't inside the Earth's gravity field. They are used to
train human operators, or to mature and demonstrate control algorithms for autonomous space
vehicles. Their main functional requirement is to produce a constant vertical thrust equaling a fraction of
the weight of the vehicle, thus yielding a perceived gravity that is equal to the gravity of the celestial
body of interest (e.g. 1/6 of the weight, if the simulator is for a lunar vehicle). In order to serve as a good
engineering analog, this thrust must be regulated so as to present a very small steady-state error. Its
regulation must also reject perturbations faster than the response time of the simulated space vehicle.
A planetary hopper is a flying space vehicle that is used to explore the surface of a planet through
hopping, i.e. low-altitude and short-duration flying. The interest in this particular architecture arose
because researchers consider hoppers to have operational advantages with respect to rovers, namely
the ability to explore a higher fraction of the surface. Although hopper architectures have yet to be
flown in a space exploration mission, their ability to move vertically allows the exploration of terrains
with a lot of variation (e.g. craters, hills, cliffs). Hoppers would also be faster than rovers, and therefore
hoppers have a longer range of operation.
The Talaris hopper testbed is an in-development reduced-gravity simulator for planetary hoppers. Its
gravity-reducing propulsion system uses ducted fans actuated by brushless DC motors (BLDC motors, or
BDCM), all powered by onboard Lithium-Ion Polymer (LiPo) batteries. This system as a whole (ducted fan
+ electrical motor + batteries) is referred to in the remainder of the thesis as an Electric Ducted Fan
System (EDFS). The use of an EDFS as a propulsion architecture for this application is an interesting one,
because a wide variety of its components is available as commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) parts. The use
of COTS parts allows universities to get involved in the hard endeavor of designing, fabricating, and
testing of a planetary hopper.
1.2. Problem
This thesis treats the design of the gravity-reducing propulsion system of Talaris. The most appropriate
design process to follow was the method consisting of automatically generating many design proposals,
and selecting the best among them. Alternative design methods were discarded for several reasons.
Solving the inverse problem was not possible due to an incomplete knowledge of the domain, i.e. the
set of physically and technologically feasible designs. An attempt was done at iteratively evolving the
current Talaris design; however, it was found that this knowledge-intensive evolving task was impossible
due to the lack of published heuristics or necessary scaling relations (e.g. cost models). This was
exacerbated by the fact that the first order analysis model was not applicable at that specific point of
the design space. As a consequence, second order models, more coupled than the first order models
were necessary.
As the guidance, navigation and control of hoppers is still an immature research field, Talaris is
conceived as a prototype vehicle. For this reason, a highly iterative development process is necessary.
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This requirement for rapid iterations propagates to the design tools and methods to use. The
conjunction of tight coupling of the analysis model and the requirement of rapid prototyping calls for
the use of automatic tools.
A review of current automatic design tools was done, and it was concluded that none of the reviewed
tools was suitable for the purpose of this work. First, I wanted to do rapid prototyping, for which the
plotting tools existing in Matlab were a great asset. The choice of Matlab as the main platform of the
tool was also based on its computational power (e.g. data fitting), extensive libraries (e.g. multiobjective
optimization), and versatility to communicate with other tools (e.g. Satellite ToolKit).
In order to implement the rapid prototyping function, as well as to facilitate the automatic import of the
catalogs into databases, the Jess rules engine (Friedman-Hill, 2003) was used. A rules engine is an
artificial intelligence program that contains expert knowledge in the form of logical rules. By using a very
efficient pattern matching algorithm, a rules engine is utilized to solve complex knowledge-intensive
problems very fast. The Jess rules engine was used as opposed to any other available engine because of
its implementation in Java, which makes it ideal to interface with Matlab.
In this thesis, I present a novel tool to do automatic system design based on a parts database, and
featuring a rules engine to solve specific parts of the design problem. The tool can automatically
generate and evaluate many feasible designs, and then select a subset of preferred designs using an
optimization scheme. This tool is applied to the design of the Talaris hopper testbed.
1.3. Main results
Automatic design and tradespace exploration software tool
A software tool for automatic design and tradespace exploration was designed and demonstrated. This
tool can be used:
* To automatically solve general configuration design problems. This is not restricted to electric
ducted fans systems design, or any specific branch of engineering.
e To ease tradespace exploration of parts catalogs and databases.
All of this is accomplished while easing incremental refinement of the design and analysis models, and
not requiring the upfront availability of a comprehensive parts database of any specific format.
Scaling relations
Optimal designs of the gravity-reducing propulsion system of the Talaris hopper testbed were found. To
ease future designs involving some or all of the technologies of COTS EDF Systems (i.e. LiPo battery
packs, brushless DC motors, their electronic drives, and ducted fans), scaling relations for them were
produced, including cost and mass models among others.
With these, preliminary designs can be developed in the early phases of the project (when for example
suitability decisions are made).
Their publication also allows for more efficient continuous optimization techniques to be used in the
design process. These techniques don't make use of a parts database, which tend to be expensive to
develop.
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Furthermore, later in the design phase, they can be used to estimate parameters not specified by a
part's manufacturer or retailer. This is a common problem of these technologies, whose market is driven
by hobbyists.
Finally, the knowledge generated concerning ducted fans, LiPo batteries, and BDCMs is applicable to a
wide range of engineering applications: unmanned aerial vehicles are only one of the many fields in
which these technologies are individually applied.
1.4. Structure of the thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, "Context," I provide the background necessary to understand the thesis. First, a description
of the Talaris requirements, architecture, and design is given. Then, the class of configuration design
problems is introduced, together with three different methodologies to solve this class of problems.
Strategies to simplify design problems through the use of abstraction are presented. Finally, a review of
the state-of-the-art in automatic design tools is performed.
In Chapter 3, "Relevant literature," I review the models that are relevant to the design of ducted fans,
BLDC motors, and LiPo batteries. In addition to that, a succinct introduction to rule-based engines is
provided.
In Chapter 4, "Problem and resolution," I provide a detailed description of the problem statement, and
the approach utilized to solve this problem.
In Chapter 5, "Results," I summarize the major results of this study, including the optimal designs for the
Talaris testbed as well as a set of scaling relations for its components.
In Chapter 6, "Conclusions and Future Research," a few lines for future research are laid out.
Chapter 7, "Bibliography," lists the published works referenced through this thesis.
Appendix A, describes in detail the two parts of the software generated to solve this problem: the
automatic design tool and the parts databases.
Finally, Appendix B, "Overview of the CLIPS programming language" gives an overview of the historical
uses of these vehicles, and their possible architectures.
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Chapter 2. Context
2.1. Chapter outline
In this chapter I describe the context relevant to this thesis. The chapter starts in Section 2 with an
introduction to the propulsion system of the Talaris hopper testbed and its design requirements. Section
3 explains the subset of design problems called "configuration design," of which the design of Talaris is
an instance.
Section 4 is a review of three common procedures to solve design problems: solving the reverse
problem, evolving a base design, and selecting from many generated designs. To assess the value of this
thesis work it is important to understand their benefits and drawbacks, as well as what each of them
needs in order to be successfully applied. In Chapter 4 it is shown that the only available procedure for
the design of Talaris is the third one exposed here.
Two sections follow on ways to "promote" a design problem from procedure three to procedures one or
two. In other words, following these ways, a design problem can be rendered solvable by one of these
two simpler processes. Section 5 explains the technique of design abstraction, which, apart from its
general usefulness, can be used to render a design problem solvable by the first procedure. Section 6
reviews three common methods to estimate properties of a system or subsystem, one of which (the
production of "parametric relations") is commonly needed by the second procedure.
These sections (5 and 6) also introduce the technique of tradespace exploration, and show how
synergistic it is with the third design procedure. It is explained how it can be used to produce the pieces
of knowledge needed to put into practice this "promotion" of a design problem, from one only solvable
using the third procedure, to one solvable using the other simpler procedures. The conclusion to draw is
this: Solving a design problem by using the third procedure is synergistic with a technique (tradespace
exploration) that can be used to render the third procedure unnecessary for that problem. Future design
problems of the same domain benefit from having solved a design problem this way. Tradespace
exploration is thus a very appealing thing to do in design cases like Talaris.
The chapter ends focusing on the third procedure: Section 7 is an overview of automatic design tools,
whose use is essential for this process. It is explained what they can usually do or not, and what tasks of
the different design processes they automatize. Section 8 is an introduction to rules engines. These are
software development tools that are very well suited to the construction of programs for automated
design. A specific rules engine called Jess is used by the automated-design software implemented as
part of this thesis work.
2.2. Gravity-reducing propulsion system of Talaris
I describe succinctly in this section the requirements, architecture, and current design of the Talaris
gravity-reducing propulsion system.
Requirements
This propulsion system shall be able to:
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" Produce a lift big enough to compensate for 5/6 of the weight of the whole vehicle (simulation
function).
" Operate for a certain amount of time, which is currently set by the cold gas system to
approximately 1 min (simulation function).
It is also desirable that this propulsion system be able to:
e Produce a lift big enough for the whole vehicle to hover (emergency landing function).
" Control the disturbances in the produced thrust with a response time an order of magnitude
smaller than the simulated system's control period (simulation function).
" Control the attitude of the whole vehicle, or else regulate the direction of the gravity-reducing
thrust so it remains vertical (simulation function).
For the current design of Talaris, these two last functional requirements are not pursued. It is the
understanding of the team that the response-time requirement cannot be achieved using the selected
propulsion architecture (notes on how to verify this assumption are given in Chapter 6: "Conclusions and
Future Research"). The attitude control requirement was delegated to the simulated propulsion system.
Architecture
One of the first architectural decisions that needs to be made for the propulsion function of a reduced-
gravity simulator is whether to have just one or two separate propulsion subsystems.
If two separate propulsion systems are used, one is dedicated to the gravity-reduction function and the
other one is designed as the analogy of the system to be simulated. If only one subsystem is used, the
simulation and the simulated parts of the vehicle must share it; their differences are restricted to
software.
The relative benefits and drawbacks of these two architectures are:
* The single-subsystem architecture has the benefit of being less complex in hardware and
potentially lighter and cheaper.
e The separated architecture divides not-necessarily-compatible requirements in two subsystems,
easing their design and enabling them to reach better performances.
" If the GNC algorithms under test fail, the separated architecture allows for the misbehaving
propulsors to be shut down while still being able to land gracefully.
The Talaris vehicle has a separated architecture: The gravity-reducing function is allocated to a
propulsion subsystem of electric ducted fans (EDFs), while the simulated-craft function is allocated to a
propulsion system of cold gas. This thesis is only concerned with the EDFs.
In order to perform the propulsion function, sufficient power needs to be provided to the propulsion
subsystem by the power subsystem. Given the architecture of the propulsion subsystem, the main
decision to make for the power subsystem is the type of secondary batteries, since that fixes the specific
power of the system (kW/kg) and specific energy (kWh/kg). LiPo batteries were chosen because for the
range of discharge time desired for Talaris (approximately 2min) they offer an optimal trade-off
between specific power and specific energy, thus minimizing the weight. The drawbacks of LiPo
batteries are operational safety, and cost. Note in particular that expensive chargers need to be
purchased in order to avoid overcharging the batteries, which could be extremely dangerous.
The batteries provide electrical power that needs to be transformed into mechanical power in order to
move the fan. This function is accomplished by electrical motors. In particular, brushless DC (BLDC)
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motors are used instead of brushed DC motors, due to their higher efficiencies and reliabilities. BLDC
motors have permanent magnets in their rotors, and need to be controlled by dedicated electronic
speed control (ESC) circuits.
Therefore, the architecture of the Talaris design consists of 4 ducted fans with a cant angle of 159 from
the vertical, actuated by brushless DC electrical motors, which are in turn powered by LiPo batteries.
Use of COTS
Talaris was architected to allow the use of COTS parts. Indeed, ducted fans, BLDC motors, and LiPo
batteries have taken over the model aircraft market. These parts have benefited from an economy of
scale in the last two decades, and are now a commodity.
University projects are very suitable for a COTS-based architecture for several reasons:
e they have severe schedule requirements;
* they have relatively low budget;
e a maximization of performance does not produce a noticeable competitive advantage.
In addition to universities, there are also examples of government agencies using COTS to develop
complex systems. For instance, the navy has used technology similar to the one used by Talaris to
develop unmanned aerial vehicles.
Current design
The current design of the Talaris hopper consists of the following parts:
Ducted Fan
4 Aeronaut TF8000
Motor
4 Lehner 3060/10 HA
ESC
4 Schulze future 40.161H
Batteries
2S6P Tanic LiPo 7S 4500 30C
Table 2.1 - Current configuration of the
gravity-reducing system of Talaris.
These parts are arranged according to the following physical layout:
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Figure 2.1 - Physical layout of the main components of the power-propulsion Talaris
subsystems.
2.3. Configuration design problems
By restricting the system to EDI's made of connected COTS parts, the design of this subsystem of Talaris
is an instance of the problem of "configuration design" (Stefik, 1995), also called "catalog design"
(Antonsson & Cagan, 2001). A more in-depth description than is given here of configuration design
problems can be found in (G. Schreiber et al., 1999).
The goal of configuration design is to find an assembly of predefined components that satisfies all the
requirements and constraints. Only components from the specified set can be used, and their possible
interconnections or their physical disposition are also fixed a priori. Due to these restrictions,
configuration design is labeled "non-creative" design, meaning that human creativity is not required to
perform the task. It is thus prone to be automated.
Set of available parts
The set of available components needs to be formally specified. There are various ways in which this
specification can be done (B. J. Wielinga & A. T. Schreiber, 1997):
eThe set might be defined by an exhaustive enumeration. An example of such a definition would
be "the resistors that can be used for the design are the models XX, XX3 and XX8 from
manufacturer Acme Inc."
F There might be parametric component types: An available component is then an instantiation of
one such type, and is completely specified by its type and a set of parameters. The set of
available parts can be defined by explicitly enumerating the instantiations. For example, one
such a definition would be "the design can use any of three resistors whose parameters are: 0.1
k a of resistance and 10 g of weight; I k of resistance and 5 g of weight; and 5.6 sn of
resistance and 1 g of weight."
e instead of enumerating the available instantiations of component types, the available values for
their parameters can be implicitly defined by constraints. An example would be: "only resistors
weighting less than 10 g and with a resistance of less than 1Um can be used."
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The ways to specify the set of available parts can thus range in a spectrum from totally explicit to totally
implicit specification. In the totally explicit end of this spectrum is the definition of the set by using a
parts database, which lists the available components and their characteristics. In the totally implicit end
of the spectrum, the set is defined as the Cartesian product of the ranges of the parameters. Many of
the design problems in this end of the spectrum have a solution that consists solely of an assignment of
numerical values to design parameters. This specific case of configuration design is called parametric
design (Motta & Zdrahal, 1996).
Relationships between requirements and design parameters. Estimation models.
Every design requirement is a relationship between design parameters that has to hold true in order for
the design to be feasible or valid. Requirements can be classified as constructive or restrictive (Motta &
Zdrahal, 1996): Constructive requirements are those that can be used to determine a parameter value
as a function of others. Restrictive requirements, on the other hand, are those that can only be used to
mark certain combinations of parameter values as invalid (inequalities are an example of restrictive
requirements).
The designer can use the constructive requirements of a design problem to reduce its number of
degrees of freedom. This simplifies the resolution of the problem in a far from trivial way, as design
problems are prone to combinatorial explosion. When doing that, the parameters whose values aren't
directly set by the designer, but rather calculated from other values, are called "functionally bound
parameters." The parameters that are left to the control of the designer are called "key parameters,"
and form what is called the design vector.
Restrictive requirements are usually in the form "this parameter cannot exceed this value" or "that
other parameter shall be bigger than this other value." The parameters that participate in such
requirements are usually functionally bound parameters, and through this thesis are called
"performance metrics."
How the final system will actually perform in each of those metrics is dependent on the system's design.
Thus, in order to evaluate candidate designs, the values of the different metrics of interest must be
estimated. This estimation is done by the use of mathematical models (analytical or numerical), or by
the use of simulations (computer simulations, or physical analogs - as e.g. engineering models).
2.4. Review of some design-solving procedures
Having described configuration design problems, I now review three different methods to solve them.
More comprehensive reviews with more detailed task analyses are published e.g. by (Motta & Zdrahal,
1996) and by (Chandrasekaran, 1990).
Process 1: Solve the inverse problem
The first method consists in solving the inverse problem, i.e. finding the design parameters that yield the
desired performance metrics. In the general case, this will be an iterative process where system
requirements are expressed as constraints on the design parameters, and individual models relating
only subsets of the design parameters are successively inversed.
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The model used to evaluate the performance metrics of the system ("analysis model", or also "direct
model") doesn't have to be analytically invertible: Numerical algorithms (mostly for continuous
problems) can be used to solve them.
An example of design problem solved this way is the design by (Praveen et al., 2010) of a special kind of
electric motor for space applications.
In the problem at hand, this approach is not only very complex, but also potentially undetermined, due
to the implicit constraint that the design needs to be "feasible". In order to check the feasibility of a
design, equations are required that can tell us if a set of design parameters is feasible or not. For that, it
is not sufficient to check in the database, as the design vector in this case can hold continuous variables.
Therefore mass models, cost models, and scaling relations are needed. Alas, these are not available for
all components.
A possible way of overcoming this problem, commonly used in integer optimization, is that of relaxation.
Relaxation consists in dropping the integrality constraint in one or more design variables, and adding
reasonable empirical technological bounds. At that point, very efficient linear programming tools (e.g.
Simplex) can be applied to solve for the optimal design variables, and then rounding strategies can be
used to obtain the best integer solution from that infeasible continuous solution. This general strategy is
the basis of several integer optimization techniques such as branch and bound, and cutting planes. A
survey of methods for integer optimization can be found in (Ehrgott & Gandibleux, 2003).
(Hanselman, 2006) discusses a disadvantage of using numerical algorithms to solve design problems in
this way: The solution obtained is purely numerical. As no closed-form analytical relationship between
requirements and results is created, it is difficult to grasp the effects the various parameters produce in
the solution. This grasping is essential to successfully solve most design problems.
Process 2: Pick a base design and evolve it
The second design method is based on the selection of a base design that is subsequently refined. This
method is known as Propose-Critique-Modify in the knowledge-engineering literature (Chandrasekaran,
1990; B. J. Wielinga & A. T. Schreiber, 1997).
The process starts with the selection of a fully-detailed base design. Not all of the final requirements of
the system are met by the base design; its purpose is to act as a first guess. The design is then analyzed,
that is, its performance in the relevant areas is predicted theoretically, as well as its total cost. The
requirements that aren't met by this analysis serve as a guide to change the design. This cycle of
analysis, evaluation and redesign is repeated until a solution to the design problem at hand is found.
A classical example of an automatic tool that uses this procedure is the expert system "VT" by (Marcus,
Stout, & Mcdermott, 1987). It is specific to the domain of parametric design of elevators, and uses
knowledge from that domain to guide the "modify" step.
The use of Microsoft Excel T M for programming analysis models, as part of this design process, is
widespread. This could be understood by its huge availability. But also because of its non-algorithmic,
data-centric, and visual model of computing: In effect, when developing analysis models in Excel, one
has in front of their eyes the inputs, intermediate results, and outputs of all their computations. Changes
in input values and formulas propagate immediately. With this very unique approach to computing, one
can develop analysis software in a more agile and rapid way than can be achieved even with the use of
the read-eval-print loop of interpreted languages.
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Figure 2.2 - Flowchart for second design method:
pick a base design and evolve it
When available, turnkey systems are a good selection for first pick of a base design, as they materialize
designs that are guaranteed feasible, and close to meeting the system requirements. This was done in
the Talaris project for the EDFS, leveraging the fact that many retailers sell complete EDF Systems and
provide some tested performance data of them. Other examples of projects doing it with COTS EDF
Systems can be found in the literature (Shields et al., 2008; Y.-H. Yang, 1993).
Benefits and drawbacks
This design process is very popular because it facilitates a quick dive into detailed design, allows for
prototyping, and does not require automatic design tools.
It can be seen as a discrete analog to the method of optimization by gradient descent. The search space
here is the design space, and the cost function represents how far the current design is from meeting
the requirements.
This analogy reveals some problems with using this method:
* Local minima: If the first guess isn't lucky, the final design could be a local minimum that still
doesn't satisfy all of the requirements. (Zdrahal & Motta, 1996) demonstrate a "workaround"
for this problem applicable to automatic designers. It is based on intelligently selecting various
base designs from a database of historical cases and working from them. This approach is hardly
manageable by human designers, though.
* Knowing the gradient: The difficulty of the inverse problem renders the "modification" step a
knowledge-intensive task. To select the most appropriate direction to follow in the
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multidimensional design space, the impact that changing each parameter would have on cost,
mass, and other metrics, needs to be known. Of special importance for the performance of the
process is an awareness of which subsystems have tight constraints imposed on them and which
have looser requirements: The more difficult it is to design a specific subsystem, the more
difficult it will be to succeed in modifying its design (Zdrahal & Motta, 1996).
* Knowing the domain constraints: The current technological boundary of the different
components must also be known, so as to avoid pushing across that barrier when changing a
design parameter.
Those pieces of knowledge required to successfully follow this design method have chances of not being
available. When such is the case, the "modify" task has to be reduced to a trial-and-error question: A set
of differently modified designs is proposed at every iteration; they are analyzed; and all but the best-
performing one are filtered.
Still, this is a very well suited process for designing complex systems in the cases in which there is no
automatic search across the design space.
Process 3: Automatically generate and evaluate many designs
The third method relies on the automatic generation and evaluation of a large number of designs. The
basis of this process is: Take every feasible design and analyze it to predict how much it would cost, and
how it would perform in the metrics of interest. Then pick the best-performing with the lowest cost as
the design solution for the system. The process is thus formed by three knowledge-intensive tasks:
"generate", "estimate" or "analyze," and "select." Each task is explained in more detail in the following
subsections.
"Generate" task
Except for some special uses of this design process, the generate task must avoid outputting infeasible
designs; that is, designs that cannot possibly work properly or cannot be constructed. For some design
problems, this is trivially done and not an issue. For others, it is necessary to resort to search strategies
from artificial intelligence, such as the basic depth-first or breadth-first, or more advanced techniques
including heuristics to make the search more efficient, such as A*.
The generate task can also be formulated as constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). Small CSPs can be
solved by brute force, but in most cases specialized techniques such as backtracking are required. The
backtracking approach begins by assigning an order to the variables. Then, similar to depth-first search,
values are assigned to the variables, in order, one at a time. In other words, the partial solution is
extended by incrementally instantiating variables. After each assignment, the constraints are evaluated,
and if any are violated, the approach backtracks to the first variable for which there are other choices.
Another choice is selected and the method continues on in this fashion until either a consistent solution
is found, or all combinations of assignments have been explored.
Often, however, the violation is a result of a much earlier decision and a substantial amount of
backtracking is required to resolve the conflict. Dependency-directed backtracking (Stallman & Sussman,
1977) attempts to identify which variable is actually responsible for the conflict so that the solution
process can directly backtrack to that variable.
Finally, some simple pre-processing techniques such as arc consistency can decrease the dimensionality
of CSPs. For example, if design variables x and y are constrained to be equal, then the possible values for
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x and y can be reduced to the intersection of their initial sets of possible values. An example of this
constraint can be found in the Talaris design, as the motor is constrained to fit in the hub of the ducted
fan.
Figure 2.3 - Flowchart of the third design method: Generate and analyze many
designs, ad select among them.
Except for very simple systems, all possible designs cannot be analyzed in a reasonable time. In most
cases, the set of possible designs is infinite. In some cases (such as the design of a wing profile), even the
design vector for the system is of infinite dimension. Predetermined bounds are then added in the non-
finite dimensions of the design vector. However, even in this case, full factorial enumeration of all
possible combinations of design variables would be computationally impractical.
In order to deal with this problem, two strategies are followed: heuristics and abstractions. First,
without any loss of optimality, efficient heuristic search algorithms can be used instead of naive
enumeration in order to increase computational efficiency. However, it is not always trivial to find the
right heuristics for a given problem, and furthermore, even with the right heuristics, search algorithms
can only efficiently explore solution spaces up to a certain size.
Second, it is also possible to reduce the dimensionality of the model by abstracting components, i.e., by
solving a simpler instance of the initial models and then filling in the missing details with a second
problem solving effort. Note that this strategy implies - in general - the loss of optimality, since the set of
optimal solutions to each of the subproblems may not form a globally optimal solution.
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If neither heuristics not abstraction are enough, it will then be necessary to perform a stochastic
exploration instead of an exhaustive exploration, using a Monte Carlo approach, or more sophisticated
metaheuristic optimization algorithms such as genetic algorithms or simulated annealing. Obviously,
since the tradespace is not exhaustively explored anymore, this third strategy also implies the loss of
optimality.
Finally, note that prior to the execution of the "Generate" task, the problem can require the
construction of a database of existing parts (as was explained in Section 2.3). This task requires a lot of
effort, and the resulting product can be very brittle if the task is not planned and executed properly.
Chapters 4 and 6 go into more detail about this point.
"Estimate" task
This is the same analysis step that was used in the evolutionary design process: Its purpose is to derive
estimates of the functionally bound parameters of the design from the values of the key parameters
(the ones that form the design vector).
"Select" task
The former two steps of the design process can potentially (and they often do) output many solutions
that are feasible and satisfy the problem requirements. Designs that satisfy those conditions are usually
called valid designs. The "Select" (or "Optimize") task consists in the selection of one or more valid
designs that best meet the requirements and preferences of the stakeholders.
There exists a preference binary relationship between design solutions: The stakeholders of the project,
given two alternative valid designs, prefer one over the other (or do not care). This preference is usually
based on how well a system built following each of the designs is estimated to perform, and on how
much such systems would cost.
The Paieto front
Note that cost and performance are generally conflicting requirements. In other words, there won't be a
single solution that happens to have, at the same time, both the lowest cost and the best performance.
Indeed, design problems usually have multiple conflicting performance objectives, and therefore they
do not have a unique solution.
There is a subset of the preference binary relationship between systems that is certain to hold, no
matter what the problem is, and no matter what the stakeholders' goals are. It is the preference of
Pareto-dominant solutions over Pareto-dominated solutions. A design X is said to be dominant (or non-
dominated) if there isn't any other valid design that outperforms X in all objectives simultaneously. The
set of non dominated designs is called the Pareto front or set of "efficient" solutions (Evans, 1984).
Intuitively, in the case of cost and performance, the Pareto front contains the least costly design for
each level of performance.
Selection within the Pareto font
How to select one of the designs on the Pareto front of cost vs. performance is a field of research in
itself. It involves tasks such as the extraction of preference rules from the stakeholders, the creation of
expressions to evaluate utility as a function of (multidimensional) performance, or the assessment of
risks and their trade for profit. This matter, extensively treated by (Keeney & Raiffa, 1993), is out of the
scope of this thesis work, but a part of it is worth mentioning:
In some problem cases, the different performance metrics of the system can be combined numerically
to produce a single utility metric. This is what optimization tools and algorithms call the objective
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function. It is a very powerful concept: In the cases in which the design problem is a case of parametric
design, having a set objective function from the beginning reduces the whole design problem to a
problem of numerical optimization. This is interesting because, being a more specific problem,
numerical optimization has more mature tools for automatic resolution, and also because these tools
can seamlessly handle design parameters whose domain is continuous.
In the general case, though, a numerical function of the performance metrics cannot describe the
stakeholders' preferences, or cannot be discovered until alternative design solutions are presented to
them. Without that scalar objective function, the selection step of this design process cannot be
automated by optimization algorithms. Techniques have been developed to address the cases in which
the stakeholders' preferences cannot be articulated before the design process, but during or after it
(Evans, 1984). This gives interest to having the "Select" task consist solely of the selection of the Pareto
front from the set of solutions. Another reason why this is interesting is discussed in the next sections,
when Tradespace Exploration is presented.
2.5. Design problem simplification through abstraction.
For the three processes reviewed, as the complexity of the analysis models that need to be used
increases, the design problem quickly becomes insurmountably hard.
The engineer with expertise in the design of the specific system at hand knows which design parameters
affect performance and cost the most. With this knowledge, the design problem is greatly simplified by
the method called iterative refinement:* Only the design parameters of greatest influence are taken into
account initially. Then when a solution is found and selected, these parameters are considered fixed. A
more detailed design can then be done concerning only the second-order parameters. If deemed
necessary, the process can be repeated more times with the focus set on higher-order design
parameters each time. Every time the design is refined in this way, it moves closer to an optimum
solution, although with a law of diminishing returns. This design tactic is also called simplification by
abstraction.
An additional benefit of simplifying a design problem through abstraction is that the analysis models of
different subsystems usually become decoupled. When that happens, the design problem can be
divided, and the process used to solve each subsystem can be tailored to its peculiarities.
Before accepting a design at any abstraction level, it is important to check that the next-order
parameters were rightfully discarded. For example, if some mass distribution was treated as if
concentrated in one point, the first multipole moments of the distribution must be estimated and
proven negligible.
These checks usually consist of assuring the values of the discarded parameters are much lower or much
bigger than some property of the design being challenged.
For example, if the internal resistance of a battery is not relevant on first order, the detailed design of
that battery can usually be decoupled from the rest of the system. The validity check for this very
common assumption is simply derived from the second-order model, as seen in Equation (2.1).
Not to be confused with the aforementioned process of design by evolution, whose nature is also iterative. It is,
though, orthogonal to this technique, which can be applied in the three design processes reviewed.
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V = VO - IR = VO => IR &< VO => R & V0 /I (2.1)
In the worst case, the validity check consists of reanalyzing the system using a more detailed model.
Anyway, this is always a simple task in comparison to the task of designing.
Sources of abstraction knowledge. Tradespace exploration.
The first design process reviewed, solving the reverse problem, often sees simplifications "for
convenience:" When some equation in the models cannot easily be solved, "offending" terms are
hypothesized to be negligible. Validity checks are constructed for these hypotheses, and the resulting
simplified equation solved. If the validity checks are then met, the simplification is successful: the
solution is self-consistent.
Sensitivity analyses are a way to extract knowledge from the design tradespace.* They tell designers
what parameters are the most important for a given application of a technology. This is done by taking
partial derivatives of the performance metrics with respect to multiple design parameters. An example
of sensitivity analysis as a means to do abstraction can be found in (Y.-P. Yang, H.-F. Liu, & J.-J. Liu,
2010).
Tradespace exploration is another technique to extract such knowledge.t Instead of explicitly computing
the partial derivatives, a comprehensive sampling of configurations from the design space is analyzed
and investigated. These are the same steps as those followed by the third design process reviewed: The
same software tool can be used for both endeavors. Instead of performing a selection task, though, the
generated designs are visualized, processed and analyzed in various ways. From them, the same
knowledge can be extracted as from sensitivity analysis, except in a "global" base: Sensitivity analysis
results are local to the design vectors analyzed; they tell which design parameters can be neglected for
each one of them. Tradespace exploration results tell the same thing for all the points of the design
tradespace.
2.6. Overview of estimating methods
During the design process, a big number of times the designer is required to produce a quantitative
estimation of some property in order to move forward. What property needs to be estimated can range
from the total cost of the final system for a given design, to the strength of a bolt made of a given
material. Whatever the property is, there are three very common methods to estimate it. In order of
increasing precision, accuracy, and required effort, they are: analogy, parametric models, and detailed
analysis (Apgar, Bearden, & Wong, 1999).
* Another use of sensitivity analysis is the concept of robust design. It consists of modeling the effect that the
variability in some manufacturing and operating processes exert over the system performance. These processes
are generally out of the reach of the designer, who then minimizes their impact by staying away from designs
which are highly sensitive to them.
Another use of tradespace exploration is to learn heuristics about what makes a design perform well. For that,
one might want to let pass infeasible designs: Sometimes a design that performs well but is infeasible can be made
feasible by some little change that the designer didn't model.
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Analogy
Analogy-based estimating of a property consists of selecting a sufficiently similar item for which detailed
data on that property exists, and assuming the value under estimation would be the same. Small
adjustments are usually made to account for the differences between the object considered analogous
and the object of interest. The more the differences, though, the less accurate the estimation would be.
Unless the analogy is very gross, though, at least the correct order of magnitude for the value wanted
should be obtained.
An example of estimation by analogy would be the use of look-up tables of measured properties. In this
example, interpolating between two entries of the table would be the "small adjustment" mentioned
above.
Parametric models
Parametric models (also called empirical models or scaling relations) establish functional relationships
between two or more properties of an object. The property to estimate is then a function of those other
properties, which are the parameters of the model.
Parametric models can be generated by looking at a set of past examples (the more sample points, the
better) and fitting a statistical model to the data (hence their name empirical). Tradespace exploration
of parts catalogs can also be used to generate empirical models for the technological state of the art of
the parts.
Detailed analysis
Estimation by detailed analysis derives the property under scrutiny from first principles and the values of
other known properties. It requires a level of detail of the object under analysis that might not be
available, as well as a sound understanding of the principles that determine the value of the property of
interest.
For example, to estimate the aerodynamic parameters of a ducted fan, one can proceed from the
precise geometry of the blades. This detailed geometry information isn't made available by vendors of
COTS ducted fans. Also, most properties of an electric motor can be derived from the knowledge of its
internal geometry. This data is rarely published by vendors or manufacturers. Chapter 3 presents other
estimation methods for ducted fans and BLDC motors that are, in this sense, more useful than detailed
analysis.
The benefit of using this method is increased in the cases in which one or more of the parameters of the
analyzed object are under the control of the designer. When that is the case, they can be adjusted to
optimize the estimated metric.
2.7. Automatic design tools
Automatic design tools are computational tools that automate part or all of the design process, i.e. any
subset of the tasks described in Section 2.4. These tools can be domain-specific, or domain-generic.
Their differences are common to all alternative sets of technologies which differ in flexibility: Generic
tools are more costly to develop, and in exchange they have higher chances of being applicable to the
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specific design problem at hand. A characteristic of generic-domain tools that is very attractive for the
Talaris EDF System design problem is that their flexibility easily accommodates a rapid-prototyping
process: The formal description of the problem is easily changed and refined iteratively.
As was explained in Section 2.5, the third design-solving process presented in Section 2.4 (generating
many design and selecting the Pareto front) is highly synergistic with the process of tradespace
exploration. As a consequence, there is commonality in the tools used for both. It is important that such
tools be domain-generic, though, instead of tailored for a specific design problem. This is because the
knowledge products of tradespace exploration can make a design problem solvable by one of the other
two, "simpler," procedures explained (namely evolving a base design and solving the inverse problem).
If that happens and the tools are not domain-dependent, they still are useful, for they can be applied to
other problems.
2.8. Rules engines
A rules engine (also called production rule system or production system) is a software development tool
that has seen extensive use in the field of business management software (where they are known as
"business rules engines"). They form part of A.I.'s branch called Knowledge Engineering, and their
purpose is to ease automatic reasoning over big datasets.
Rules engines work on a database referred to as "facts base," or "working memory." When the rules
engine is executed, the facts (database records) of this database are filtered using very expressive
pattern-matching filters. The programmer sets ups the filters, and writes actions that are to be executed
on each successful match. The combination of a filter and its associated actions is called a "rule," from
which the system gets its name. The power of the system that uses the rules engine is realized when the
rules' actions modify the facts base. As new facts are thus added to the working memory, the firing of
further rules is triggered, and reasonings can in this way be chained. This is explained in detail below.
Traditionally, the facts base, the filters and their actions are written in a special-purpose programming
language. The de-facto standard rules language is called CLIPS. Its syntax and semantics are also detailed
next.
Parts and functioning of a rules engine
Rule-based systems are a very powerful way of storing and manipulating knowledge in the form of
logical rules. These rules follow the general form "If X then Y", where:
* X is called the left hand side (LHS) of the rule, and contains a set of conditions;
e Y is called the right-hand side (RHS) of the rule, and contains a set of actions to be executed
should all the conditions in X be true.
A rule-based system consists of four components:
* A rule base, which contains the knowledge in the form of rules.
e The (temporary) working memory, sometimes called the fact base, which contains the input
"facts", i.e. the pieces of information that are relevant to the problem at hand.
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* An inference engine, which performs pattern matching between the LHS of the rules in the rule
base and the facts in the working memory, keeps track of the dependencies between all facts
and rules in an agenda, and executes the actions described in the RHS of the rules.
Inference engine
The inference engine is the central element of a rule-based system. Using a very efficient pattern
matching algorithm (commonly the Rete algorithm by (Forgy, 1982)), the inference engine compares all
the rules to the working memory and decides which rules can be activated. The set of activated rules at
any time is called the conflict set. Note that the actions specified in activated rules are not yet executed.
The conflict set is then ordered in the agenda, to determine the sequence of execution, in a process
called conflict resolution. Then, the first rule on the agenda is fired (i.e. its actions are executed), and the
process starts again from the beginning.
The true computational power of the rules engine comes from the ability of the RHS's of rules to modify
the facts base (either by adding new facts, removing existing ones, or updating them).
Working memory
The working memory contains the data the rule engine will operate on. This information is organized in
programmer-defined data structures that are appropriate to the problem at hand. These data structures
have a number of characteristics or attributes. For example, a rule engine in a bank might contain
information about its employees, such as their salary, age, name, etc. A data structure "Employee" can
then be defined as having three attributes: name, age, and salary. Once that template is defined, one
might add to the working memory a fact about an employee, as might be "Employee el: ((name: John
Sanders) (age: 34) (salary: 70,000))." Note that this concept is analogous to that of class in object-
oriented programming.
Rule base
Finally, the rule base contains all the rules the system knows. Rules are written in an almost natural
language, and refer to the same data structures defined for the working memory. For instance, a rule
might apply to all employees with salaries < 70,000 and age > 45.
Non-explicit flow control
Most programming languages are procedural. This means that the programmer explicitly tells the
computer what to do and especially how to do it. Algorithms are the best example of procedural
programming: the programmer tells the computer the exact sequence of steps that it needs to perform
in order to solve the problem at hand.
Rules engines, in contrast, are declarative. This means that the programmer only provides the "what to
do", and delegates the "how to do it" part to the engine. Declarative programming is not algorithmic,
and therefore the programmer does not explicitly control the flow of execution (which, in most use
cases, doesn't matter). Instead, the programmer only "declares" the description of the problem, in this
case using rules.
CLIPS programming language
A better understanding of the workings and possibilities of a rules engine can be obtained by learning a
"rules-oriented" programming language. Appendix C presents an overview of one such language, named
CLIPS. CLIPS is the industry's de facto standard for rules programming, much as C is the standard for
systems programming, and is the language used to develop the automatic design tool described in this
thesis.
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Chapter 3. Relevant Literature
"Systems of systems of systems..."
- Daniel Selva
In this chapter I introduce the models that are relevant to the design of an EDF system, i.e. the
equations relating the main parameters of ducted fans, BLDC motors, and Lithium Ion Polymer (LiPo)
batteries. Cost models are also discussed. Finally, a review of automated design tools is presented.
3.1. Ducted fans
Performance estimation
Open rotor. Non-dimensional coefficients.
Either Blade Element Theory or a simple dimensional analysis can be used to discover the form of the
relationships among the thrust, torque, and speed of a hovering open rotor (a propeller) (Pounds,
Mahony, Gresham, Corke, & Roberts, 2004). Equations (3.1) and (3.2) show respectively this relationship
for thrust and torque as a function of the rotational speed.
T = CTpArot - (rrot - fl)2 (3.1)
Q = CQp Arot - (rrot - f rrot (3.2)
where:
* rrot is the rotor radius, and Arot the rotor area = r r rad 2 ;*
* fl is the rotational speed;
e p is the density of the fluid, in this case air: po = 1.22521 kg/m3
* CT and CQ are non-dimensional constants called "thrust coefficient" (sometimes called "non-
dimensional thrust") and "torque coefficient" respectively.
The mechanical power consumed by the propeller can then be immediately deduced from the torque:
P = CppArot ' (rrot - fl) 3  (3.3)
Evidently, CQ = Cp, the power coefficient. Commonly, these expressions are written as a function of the
rotor diameter drot = 2 rrot. When this is done, it is usual to incorporate the numerical constants in the
coefficient. Doing this obviously yields a different value for each of the coefficients, which are still
* To ease dimensional analysis for both equation discovery and consistency checking, radial distances in this work
are treated as having dimensions of longitude / angle. The S.I. unit for torque is, under this assumption, N m / rad
(thus, multiplying a torque by an angular speed yields a measure of power; multiplying a torque by a planar angle
yields a measure of spent energy). The rad 2 (steradian) factor marked here is necessary for the expression to be an
area. With this arrangement, the calculated coefficients are not only independent on the physical units, but also
independent on the angular speed units used (rpm, rps, rad/s ...).
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describing the same physical reality. Care needs to be taken when comparing published figures. So that
coefficients thus defined can be compared with coefficients as defined in this work, Equations (3.4) to
(3.6) show thrust, torque and power in terms of rotor diameter and of the coefficients as defined here in
equations (3.1) to (3.3).
T = (rad 2 CTpd0,Jt 2  (3.4)
(16 r
= (I rad2 Cppd-t (3.5)
(= 32 Cpdog
= rad2 CppdP0 f 3  (3.6)
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Dependence only on geometry
The fact that these two coefficients can only be functions of non-dimensional quantities is important for
comparing fan geometries: They indeed only depend on the fan geometry, the Reynolds number, the
Mach number, and the "advance ratio" (defined asJ = V/fdrot ).
* The "advance ratio" is 0 for hovering, since the translational speed Vois 0.
e The Mach number at the tip of a typically big COTS ducted fan (drot = 145 mm/rad, f =
30 krpm) is about 0.7; just below the transonic regime. As long as Mach 0.8 is not exceeded, the
air can be considered not compressed by the effect of the movement of the fan blades. The fluid
dynamics in this regime are thus the same as for an incompressible fluid, and therefore the
dependence of the coefficients on the Mach number is negligible.
* Using drot = 30 mm/rad, fl = 5 krpm and a blade chord of 0.5 cm in order to get a lower
bound for the Reynolds number, a value of Re = 2 - 103 is obtained, which corresponds to a low
ratio of viscous versus inertial forces: For the operating ranges of COTS ducted fans, the air can
then safely be considered a frictionless fluid, and hence the dependence of the non-dimensional
coefficients on the Reynolds number neglected.
Consequently, as long as the blade tip of a fan remains in the subsonic regime, scaling the fan without
altering its geometry does not change its thrust and power coefficients.
Figure of Merit
The Figure of Merit (also called static efficiency) is a non-dimensional parameter that usually replaces
the power coefficient when evaluating fan geometries. It is a measure of the efficiency with which a fan
transforms the rotational power of the rotor into axial linear power of the air (thereby producing
thrust).
Rankine's Momentum Theory can be used to estimate the velocity induced by the fan to the air, i.e., the
downward velocity with which the air traverses the fan during hovering (Gessow 85). Its estimation is
shown in Equation (3.7).
T (3.)Vair = (3.7)ro
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The useful mechanical power transferred by the fan blades to the air can be thus estimated as Pair
= T - vair- Due to aerodynamic losses, this power is necessarily lower than the power needed to keep
the blades rotating, P = Q -fl. The efficiency of power transfer from the blades to the air can then be
defined as their ratio; the Figure of Merit. Substituting values from Equations (3.1) and (3.3):
p . T 3/ 2  C3 2
FM= = = T E (0,1) (3.8)
P V -2pArotP F2ZCe
The cube / square relationship between thrust and power that was apparent from Equations (3.1) and
(3.3) can then be written in terms of the Figure of Merit this way:
T3 = 2pArot - (FM - P) 2  (3.9)
Fans with high FM produce more thrust per unit of power than fans with low FM.
Effect of the duct. Generalized Figure of Merit
In an open rotor, the prediction of Momentum Theory is that the air velocity in the far wake (i.e.,
infinitely downstream) of a hovering rotor is twice the induced velocity (i.e. the velocity at the rotor
disk). Conservation of mass imposes that the cross-sectional area of the wake is half the area of the
rotor. In a ducted fan (an impeller) this situation changes: The wake is forced to have the cross-sectional
area of the diffuser (assuming that it can remain attached to its walls). This exhaust area is usually about
the same as the rotor disk area, and thus the exhaust velocity is decreased: The shroud effectively
decreases the power that the fan needs to induce in the air in order to generate a given amount of
thrust (remember that Pair = T - Vair). This is because the shroud acts as a wing ring producing vertical
thrust due to the air flowing through it. The total thrust of the impeller is thus the sum of the rotor
thrust and the shroud thrust.
In terms of this total thrust, the Figure of Merit can be generalized to the value called "static efficiency"
in ducted-fans literature. Momentum Theory can again be used to estimate, to first order, the
performance of the fan. By defining the expansion ratio a = Aexhaust/Arot, the effects of the shroud are:
(Pereira 08)
* The induced velocity (velocity of the air at the rotor disk) is increased by a factor of \V2:
aT
Vair = o: (3.10)
pArot
* The kinetic power transferred to the air that contributes to axial thrust generation is reduced by
a factor of Vi2h:
T 3 /2
Pair = 4apArot (3.11)
* The Figure of Merit becomes:
P - T 3 / 2  C3 /2
FM = =aiP = C E (0,1) (3.12)
P 44apArotP 2 FuCp
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The relationship between thrust and power is thus:
T3 = 4PArot - (FMVP2 (3.13)
Note that the expressions for open rotors are recovered if an "effective expansion ratio" of a = 1/2 is
defined for them.
Now if one wants to compare two impellers whose ducts have a different expansion ratio, looking at the
Figures of Merit can be misleading: If their aerodynamic properties are such that the FM is the same for
both, still one of them will require less power to generate any given thrust. This is so because the FM
benchmarks the power consumed against the theoretical minimum power required by the geometry,
and that minimum changes with the expansion ratio (as show Equations (3.11) and (3.12)).
To overcome that, (Pereira, 2008) proposes the use of a generalized Figure of Merit which is the product
FM -V. This value represents the amount of power needed by a ducted fan geometry to generate a
set amount of thrust, as compared to the minimum power that would be needed if its expansion ratio
were 1. Impellers that benefit from a big expansion ratio can then have FM - V values greater than
100%, whereas open rotors (propellers) manifest their thrust disadvantage in having a theoretical
maximum of FM - V equal to 70.7%.
Parameters estimation
A good number of numerical methods (Akturk & Camci, 2011; Turan, 2009) are published to estimate a
ducted fan's thrust coefficient and Figure of Merit by performing a detailed fluid analysis. Several
computational programs exist that automate these analyses (Pederson, 2011). The drawback of all these
analysis methods is their requiring a detailed description of the three-dimensional fan geometry, which
is not published by COTS ducted fans manufacturers (Merchant, 2004). Estimating these two parameters
(FM and CT) from past data (either by analogy or constructing a parametric model), though, is facilitated
by their not depending on the size of the fan: only on its geometry.
For non-ducted rotors (propellers), (Gessow & Myers, 1985) note a 0.75 Figure of Merit as typical of
good rotors, and 0.5 as typical of poor ones. (Leishman, 2000) notes FM values of 0.7 to 0.8 for well-
performing helicopter rotors, with state-of-the-art rotors approaching a FM of 0.82. On the micro-scale,
(Bohorquez, 2007) reports FM values of up to 0.65 for Micro-Aerial-Vehicle rotors.
Specific fans (most of them custom-made) have had their performance parameters empirically tested
and published in academic journals (Abrego & Bulaga, 2002; Akturk & Camci, 2011; Bohorquez, 2007;
Gurdan et al., 2007; Ko, Ohanian, & Gelhausen, 2007; Mort & Yaggy, 1962; Ohanian, 2011; Pounds et al.,
2004).
Additionally, databases have been compiled by experimentally testing commercial propellers, by
(Merchant, 2004), (Deters & Selig, 2008) and (Brandt & Selig, 2011). Only a few of Merchant's results are
readily available online (one of them in (Nelson, 2009)). The Figures of Merit and Thrust coefficients of
31 propellers ranging from 2.2 inches to 22 inches (57 - 570 mm) in diameter are published in those
references.
For COTS ducted fans, the diameter is always published by the vendor or the manufacturer and, but for
rare exceptions, the duct has an expansion ratio of 1. The Figure of Merit and the thrust coefficient can
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be estimated by analogy from the values referenced in this section: The FM would be around 0.6, and
the thrust coefficient would be around 0.05 ± 0.02.
3.2. BLDC Motors
The role of the motors is to transform electrical power into mechanical power. There are different kinds
of DC motors, but the major division is between brushed and brushless DC motors. Brushless DC (BLDC)
motors generally have higher efficiency and durability, as a result of their commutation not being
mechanical but electronic. BLDC motors have permanent magnets in the rotor and coils in the stator
(i.e., opposite to the brushed architecture), and the stator windings need to be commutated externally
by dedicated electronic speed control (ESC) circuits.
Thus, a BLDC motor can be said to be formed by two parts: the motor itself, and the ESC that drives it. In
fact, in the RC modeling market both parts are sold independently.
Compared to other electric motors, BLDC motors tend to be lighter and more efficient given the same
operational requirements (Larminie & Lowry, 2003). A more complete and detailed taxonomy of
permanent-magnet motors can be found in (Pillay & Freere, 1989).
Performance equations
Maxwellian electromagnetism is sufficient to derive and understand the BLDC motor equations. The
principle is the same as with a brushed DC motor, with just reversing the position of the magnets and
the coils. Alas, the formulation of electromagnetism depends on the chosen reference frame, and the
derivation seems clearer to me if the magnets are considered stationary. Thus, the rotating reference
frame of the rotor is assumed in this section.' In this frame, the rotor is stationary, the stator is turning
around it, and the torque is exerted on the stator. The law of action and reaction implies that in the
motor, both the stator exerts torque on the rotor, and vice versa.
Figure 3.1 is a diagram of the setup from which the equations are derived: In the center of the diagram,
stationary, is the rotor, covered by permanent magnets (only two poles in this case - the extension for
more pole pairs is trivial). The green arrows depict the direction of the magnetic field, which crosses the
air gap from the rotor to the iron of the stator, flows through the iron up to the next magnetic pole, and
there crosses the air gap again to return to the rotor, thus closing the field line. Rotating around the
rotor is shown, in orange, one turn of the electric conductor that forms the windings of the stator.
The free charges of the conductor have a velocity that can be divided in two perpendicular components,
shown in the diagram as bold black arrows: One is vertical (pointing down on the right and up on the
left), along the conductor, following the length of the rotor. This component is due to the fact that
current is flowing through the conductor. The other component, denoted by the curved arrows, lies in a
plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation. This component is due to the rotation of the conductor.
As these moving charges are immersed in a magnetic field, they are pulled by the Lorentz force:
* Other derivations are possible, as the laws that govern electromagnetic phenomena can be expressed in several
ways. The one presented in this section uses the expression of the Lorentz force. There is at least one derivation
which isn't obscured by assuming the reference frame of the stator. It uses the expressions of the torque felt by a
permanent magnet at an angle with a magnetic field, and of the voltage induced in a coil crossed by a time-varying
magnetic flux.
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The two components of the charges' velocity give rise to a force with two components: As will be
shown, one of them is the torque of the motor, and the other one is a voltage that resists the flow of
current, the "back electromotive force" (BEMF).
1
L
Figure 3.1 - Setup of a permanent-magnet rotor, and a turn of
a phase of the stator windings, rotating around it. (Explanation
in the text).
Torque
Let's treat first the vertical component, the one corresponding to the flow of electrical current. Each
small length of conductor S has a big number of free charges, totaling a charge Sq, all of them with a
vertical velocity vj. This vertical component of the velocity is easily related to the intensity I of the
current: The intensity is the amount of charge that passes a point of the conductor during a given time
interval, divided by that interval:
Aq
At
(3.15)
In a time interval St = S/vy1 , a charge of exactly Sq flows through the conductor. Thus, the force
sensed by the free charges present in a length SI of conductor, due to the current of intensity I, is:
SF =Sq-v-B
= I Si/v -v, -B
= IBS1
(3.16)
And the direction of this force, by the right-hand rule, is perpendicular to the paper, coincident with the
sense of rotation of the stator. This produces a small amount of torque, which, for each vertical length
of conducting wire as shown in Figure 3.1, has a value of:
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F= q - v x B (3.14)
Qwire = r SF = rIB S = IBLr (3.17)
Back-EMF
Let's now focus on the second component of the charges' velocity, the one corresponding to the
rotation of the stator. The magnitude of this velocity component is:
vn= -r (3.18)
Where fl is the angular velocity of the motor and r the distance of the charge to the axis of rotation. By
again considering a small vertical length of conductor Sl, with a total amount of free charge Sq, the
force they sense due to the rotation of the stator is:
SF =Sq-vn-B (3.19)
= Sq - flBr
This force is present along the whole vertical segment of conductor, and, by again referring to the
diagram in Figure 3.1, has a direction that opposes the electrical current. Considering a homogeneous
linear density of free charges, it can be seen as an electric field of intensity:
EBEMF = dF/dq = flBr (3.20)
Integrating the field along the segment of conductor yields a small voltage which has a value of:
VBEMF, wire = fIBLr (3.21)
Total torque
The BLDC motor has in its stator three sets of connected coils, each at a geometrical angle of 120* of
each other, called the three phases of the motor. Every one of the turns of wire that conform a phase
contributes to the torque of the motor in the manner described in the previous section. Also, in each of
those turns, a BEMF proportional to the rotational speed appears.
Evidently not all the turns of a phase can have the exact same dimensions L and r, nor see the exact
same intensity B of the magnetic field, which varies as the wires are spread around the rotor. What is
true for all turns is that they exert a torque proportional to the current flowing throw the phase, they
develop a BEMF voltage proportional to the rotational speed, and both proportionality constants are
equal (as seen in Equations (3.17) and (3.21)). Adding up the contributions of all the turns of one phase,
the following relationships are thus found:
VBEMF, phase = kE (3.22)
Qphase = kE ' phase (3.23)
The torque constant of the phase, kE, defined here, incorporates the sum of all the contributing turns
and hence the geometry of the phase winding. Even though the summation of the contributing turns
involves differing B, L, and r, for a limited range kE can be approximated as proportional to the number
of turns. This neglects the magnitude of the different conditions of each turn, but is useful for reasoning
about the motor.
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Torque ripple
It must be noted that the value of this constant changes with the angle between the poles of the rotor
and the phase. This is because all the turns of a phase are as aligned as is possible, so they all feel a
similar B field. Obviously, with the rotation of the motor, that magnetic field strength varies periodically
as the angle between the rotor poles and the phase changes and this affects the value of the constant as
seen in the previous section. This function of the rotor angle determines the waveform of the back-EM F
as is seen by attaching two terminals of the motor to an oscilloscope and turning the shaft at constant
speed (per Equation (3.22)).
The total torque in the rotor is the sum of the torque contributed by each of the three phases
(customarily labeled a, b and c):
Q = kE(O) - Ia + kE(O + 120*) -Ib + kE(O - 120) - Ic (3.24)
BLDC motors are synchronous, which means the stator current oscillates with the same frequency as the
magnetic field, i.e. the motor rotary frequency. The electronics of the drive ensure that the motor is fed
with 3-phasic power, so the phase currents Ia, Ib and Ic are offset 1209 with respect to each other. This
fact simplifies Equation (3.24) to:
Q = kE (0) ' Iphase(0) +E (0 + 120) ' Iphase (0 + 120) (3.25)
+ kE(O - 120") - Iphase(6 - 120")
The motor torque is thus periodic with a frequency of 3 -fl. In most cases, of which EDF Systems are
part, it is desirable to reduce maximally the dependence of torque with shaft orientation (what is called
"torque cogging" or "torque ripple"). This is achieved in the electronic drive, by ensuring a phase current
that keeps constant the sum in Equation (3.25). This is no trivial task for the controller, as is explained in
a subsequent section. The sophistication achieved by drive electronics, though, means that, to first
order, whatever torque ripple is present in a BLDC motor can be neglected.
First-order model
The windings that form each phase of a BLDC motor have a, even if negligible, non-zero resistance.
When the voltage imposed in a phase is increased, the difference between this increased voltage and
the present phase BEMF makes the current traversing the phase to increase up to (V - BEMF)/R. This
increase in current increases the torque on the rotor, which then accelerates. An equilibrium condition
is reached at a higher working point, in which the voltages are matched again. From this, and Equations
(3.22)-(3.25), is derived the first-order DC model of the brushless motor:
11 KV -V (3.26)
I = Ky- Q (3.27)
The voltage and current here refer to the DC ones supplied to the ESC. Note that in this first
approximation, the speed of the motor is fixed by the supply voltage, no matter what the load torque is
(as long as the required current can be supplied at that voltage level).
Effect of different number of turns in the same motor family
Each motor phase has 2 NT lengths of wire contributing equally to the torque (half of them at the north-
pole side of the rotor, and the other half at the south-pole side - refer to Figure 3.1). So the total torque
produced in the rotor could ideally be expressed as:
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Q = NT -2LrB -1 (3.28)
In a practical motor, as was explained before, a constant factor accounting for the differences among
the phase turns has to be included, giving rise to the introduction of the motor constant, as in Equation
(3.27). But it is easy to see from Equation (3.28) that, for a given internal geometry, the motor constant
is inversely proportional to the number of turns, the radius of the coil and the coil length.
Ky oc NFr~L-1  (3.29)
Electronic Speed Controllers
The ESC of a brushless DC motor is essentially a 3-phase inverter circuit. This means its role is to
transform a DC supply from the batteries into a 3-phase AC supply to the motor. In effect, the windings
of a BLDC motor are driven by AC current: Then again, the same can be said of a brushed DC motor if
one were to look only after the commutator. What permits the treatment of this 3-phasic system as a
DC system is the presence of the ESC.
Trapezoidal and sinusoidal BEMF waveforms
As explained in the previous sections, in order to achieve homogeneous torque output, the electronic
driver is tasked with applying through each phase of the motor a current that varies as the reciprocal of
the torque constant. This current waveform is also called the BEMF waveform, for it is the waveform of
the voltage that can be seen across a phase when the motor is disconnected and the shaft made to turn
at a constant speed. That equality can be checked in Equation (3.22).
To achieve homogeneous torque, thus, what the driver needs to do is to apply between each pair of
lines a voltage that matches the BEMF voltage between them resulting from a constant speed. Higher
voltage produces more current, thus more torque, and hence an acceleration of the rotor until the
BEMF voltage has increased enough to compensate for the increase in supplied voltage.
In order to decouple the building of ESCs from the specific motors they would drive, two BEMF
waveforms came to be de facto standards: trapezoidal and sinusoidal (Pillay & Krishnan, 1989a, 1989b).
Motors with a trapezoidal BEMF waveform are the ones called "brushless DC motors", while motors
with a sinusoidal BEMF waveform are called "permanent-magnet synchronous motors." The reason for
the naming difference is that the operation of the former is analogous to that of a brushed DC motor,
while the latter operates analogously to an AC synchronous motor.
(Ehsani, Gao, & Emadi, 2010) explain the reasons why constructing ESCs for trapezoidal waveforms is
simpler: Producing squared pulses is easier than producing a sinusoidal voltage; and estimating the rotor
position when the BEMF waveform is trapezoidal requires less sensing resolution.
Estimation of the rotor position
As the duty of the ESC is to produce currents in the motor phases that are synchronous with the motor
speed, so that the torque produced is homogeneous around a rotation, the circuitry needs to estimate
the position of the rotor. Some BLDC motors include three Hall sensors inserted in the stator, with a
means to connect them to the ESC. It turns out that the rotor position can be estimated without the
need of dedicated sensors, and so BLDC motors exist without them. (Singh, 1997) discusses several ways
in which this is accomplished.
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These sensorless BLDC motors are the majority in the R/C modeling market, in detriment of sensored
ones. ESCs that don't require sensors in the motor are more expensive, but on the other hand, motors
manufactured without sensors have several advantages: They are more economic, require less
maintenance, are more reliable, need less connections between motor and driver, and are less sensitive
to interference and other environmental conditions (Singh, 1997). In aggregate, the sensorless machine
option (drive and motor) turned out to be preferable to the sensored machine in this market. And the
demand for drivers and motors separately commercialized acts as a barrier to the economic value of the
option that happens to be less popular, self-reinforcing the use of the most popular option.
To determine the rotor position at startup, when there is no speed and hence no back-EM F, various
approaches can be taken. A very simple one consists on starting up by powering just two of the lines of
the ESC, so that a constant magnetic field is generated inside the motor, with which the rotor aligns.*
Operational limits
ESCs are rated according to the maximum current they can carry and the maximum voltage their
electronics permit. High rated ESCs can be very expensive circuits. ESCs have small internal resistances,
and usually incur small voltage drops due to transistors. However, both effects can be neglected and
considered as second-order effects.
DC Model: Motor constant and torque/speed curve
The ability of a motor to produce as much torque as is needed to reach a speed for which supply and
BEMF voltages match is, in practice, limited by several factors. The most important of them is the phase
resistance.
In effect a small voltage drop due to the non-zero resistance of the phase must be added to the voltage
drop due to Faraday's law of induction (i.e. to the BEMF). Accounting for it, Equation (3.26) becomes:
V = I|Ky + I - R (3.30)
Now the current can be substituted, using Equation (3.27), to obtain the speed-torque curve of the
motor:
f = Ky -V - Ky R - Q (3.31)
Figure 3.2 shows the shape of this curve: It is linear, predicts a stall torque of V/(Kv - R), and a
maximum speed (with no load and assuming no friction) of Ky - V. As these two values are proportional
to the supply voltage, the curves for different values of V are all parallel, with the slope always -Ky R.
A curious property of having the rotor aligned in such way is that the controller can then make it oscillate slightly,
back and forth, very rapidly. By controlling the frequency and amplitude of those oscillations, the motor acts as a
speaker through which the controller can produce musical tones. This technique is often used by RC modeling
ESC's to communicate with the user.
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No-load
speed:
Kv- V
0
CL
0 Stall torque:
Torque V/ (Kv-R)
Figure 3.2 - Ideal speed-torque curve of a DC motor with internal resistance R and
motor constant Kv assuming a constant voltage V.
By multiplying Equations (3.30) and (3.27), one can translate the effect of R in terms of the efficiency of
the motor at each operating point:
Pee =Pmec + 1 2 R (3.32)
By defining the electrical working point as Reie V/I, the efficiency of the motor is:
Pmec R (3.33)
Pele R*ie
This expression shows that in order to maximize the efficiency of the power transmission in the motor,
an electrical working point of high voltage and low current needs to be sought. If the mechanical
working point is determined, this is equivalent to requiring a small motor constant. If what is
determined is the motor, this is equivalent to keeping its working point close to the no-load speed (refer
to Figure 3.2) and far from the stall torque. This is the reason BLDC motors have a rated torque lower
than their stall torque, as is presented in the next sections. The trend of increasing efficiency with
increasing nominal speed is seen in commercially available BLDC motors (Larminie & Lowry, 2003).
Wye (star) and delta connections
The relationship between the voltages and currents of the motor phases, and the corresponding DC
voltage and current input by the ESC depends on how the phase terminals (six - two per phase) are
connected to the three lines of the controller. There are two alternatives, as shown in Figure 3.3: To
connect the three phases as a wye (or star) load, or to connect them as a delta load.
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In the figure, the three phases are coded by color, and the three lines of the ESC are labeled A, B and C.
In the wye configuration, the line current equals the phase current: The currents of line A are equal with
the red phase, line B with the blue phase, and line C with the green phase. In the delta configuration, the
line-to-line voltages equal the phase voltages: VAB = Vblue, VAC = Vred, and Vac = Vgreen-
For a given speed and torque of the rotor, each of the three phases has a corresponding (alternating)
voltage and current, as explained in the previous section. These only depend on the motor design, so are
the same independent of whether motor and ESC are connected in wye or delta configuration. The
current of the ESC lines, and the voltages among them, do depend on the configuration. By looking at
the electrical disposition of lines and phases, one can see that the maximum voltage achievable
between two lines is greater for the wye configuration. It also can be seen that the maximum achievable
current through a line is greater for the delta configuration.
A
A
C
C B
B
A
C B
A
C 8B
Figure 3.3 - Wye and delta connections of a BLDC motor. Left: The three phases of a motor, and their terminals.
Middle: Connection of the lines of the ESC for a wye configuration. Right: Connection of the lines of the ESC for a
delta configuration.
Specifically, in the wye configuration, the magnitude of the alternating the voltage between two lines is
v times bigger than in a delta configuration. Similarly, in the delta configuration, the magnitude of the
alternating current through a line is V times bigger than in a wye configuration. This implies the
obvious fact that the electrical power consumed by the machine is the same for both configurations. It
also means that connecting the motor in one way or the other only changes its constant: Ky for a delta
configuration is N3 times bigger than Ky for a wye configuration.
A difference between the two configurations, beyond the change in the motor constant, is that a delta
configuration can host an internal circulating current (refer to the top right schematic in Figure 3.3). This
happens if the three BEMF voltages of the phases don't add up to zero (due to manufacturing
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imperfections), and causes a resistive power loss that is proportional to the square of the voltage (hence
the speed).
Some COTS BLDC motors of the biggest size expose the six terminals of the phases, thus allowing the
buyer to choose between the two alternative configurations, or their corresponding motor constants.
Rated torque and electrical losses. Intermittent and continuous operation.
When current flows through the resistance of the windings, electrical power is dissipated in the form of
heat following Joule's law. This is the biggest of the effects that penalize the efficiency of the motor
(Hanselman, 2006), which also means it is the biggest source of internal heat. This heat is in turn
dissipated to the external environment: Because the thermal conductivity of the motor is finite, an
equilibrium point is reached in which the stator has a higher temperature than the environment. By
Fourier's law, the higher the heat that needs to be removed, the higher will be the temperature of the
source.
The electrical power lost at any moment in each of the phases equals iphase - Rphase . Now, because the
coils are metallic, the resistance of the phases increases with temperature (see (Drela, 2006) for a way
to model that increase). By running higher and higher currents through the motor phases, a point can be
reached in which the internal temperature at equilibrium is high enough to damage the motor.
To first order, the total heat flux a given motor must dissipate to the environment depends only on the
current density traversing its coils (Hanselman, 2006):
p=2 R =j 2 A2  L (3.34)
A
P = j2 pV (3.35)
Here L, A, and V are wire length, wire cross-sectional area, and total wire volume respectively; and p is
the resistivity of the conductor. This means that, for a family of motors which are geometrically
identical, but are winded with a differing number of turns, their rated current densities will be almost
the same. As is explained next, the fact that their rated current densities is the same for any number of
turns NT implies that their rated currents vary as the inverse of NT.
Indeed, for a given motor geometry, there is a fixed amount of space that can be filled by the stator
windings. Winding more turns requires thus using wires of smaller diameter. Ignoring the fact that using
smaller wires allows for a better packaging, one can consider that the total cross-sectional area of
conducting material available for each coil is the same for each motor of the family: The wire cross-
sectional area, then, is inversely proportional to the number of turns.
Atotal = NT -A (3.36)
The current density J in the coil is thus proportional to the current flowing along it, and to the number of
turns:
i NT. (3.37)A cN
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This means that an upper limit on current density implies an upper limit for the product NT - iphase Of
phase current and number of turns; the same limit for all motors of a family. So the rated current of
each of those motors varies as the inverse of NT.
It was shown in the previous sections that the total torque produced by a BLDC motor is proportional to
NT - iphase too (refer to Equations (3.27) and (3.29)). From this is derived the fact that a motor has a
maximum value for the torque it can produce, and this value is the same for all the members of its
family. This limit torque is called the rated torque of the motor. The motor can only be operated
intermittently at torques higher than its rating, so that damaging internal temperatures are not reached.
Peak Torque Brushless DC Electric Motor
Torque 1  Torque/Speed 
Characteristics
Intermittent
Torn uB
Rated Torque
Continuous
Torque Zone
Speed Rated Speed Maximum Speed
Figure 3.4 - Torque / Speed curve of a brushless DC motor. (Wikipedia,
2010)
Figure 3.4 shows the torque/speed curve of a BLDC motor (the same as Figure 3.2) with the rated torque
marked. For a given supply voltage, the rated torque intersects the torque/speed curve at the point of a
"rated speed:" When the shaft speed of the motor is below that rating (which depends on the voltage),
it is because the load torque is above the rated value. This operating point cannot be sustained until
thermal equilibrium is reached, for that will damage the motor: Thus, that section of the curve ought
only to be used intermittently. A method to estimate the maximum duration at which a specific torque
above the rating can be sustained is presented by (Colton, 2010). Peak torque is important for land
vehicle applications, but not so much for the propulsion of a hovering vehicle. For this reason, and
because the method used by Colton needs detailed knowledge of the internals of the motor, this thesis
focuses on the rated torque in spite of the peak torque of the motors.
Effect of delta/wye winding on the rating
It is clear that the line-to-line resistance seen in a wye configuration of the phases is twice the value of
the phase resistance (see Figure 3.5, which follows the same color and labeling convention as Figure
3.3). For a delta configuration, the line-to-line resistance is 2/3 the value of the phase resistance, or in
other words, 1/3 the resistance seen in a wye configuration. The line currents, as explained in the
previous section, are v'3 times bigger for the delta configuration than for the wye configuration. As the
power dissipated increases as J2 - R, the power dissipated at a given speed and torque of the rotor is
independent on whether a wye or delta configuration is chosen. This was expected, as this loss happens
in the phases of the motor, not the lines of the ESC. It implies that changing between a wye and a delta
configuration doesn't change the rated torque of the motor. Its rated DC current, though, does change,
as the motor constant changes.
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Figure 3.5 - Connections of the motor phase resistances for wye
configuration (left) and delta configuration (right). (Adapted from
(Wikipedia, 2007))
Field weakening
Field weakening is a technique by which the torque production can be better maintained at high speeds.
When the voltage in the motor is the maximum voltage that the energy source can supply, Figure 3.4
shows that the maximum power that can be transmitted occurs at the rated speed.* Working points
with higher speeds imply a decreasing power level, as the output torque falls sharply.
The reason the torque cannot be sustained is the increase of BEMF voltage with speeds, which prevents
the ESC from enforcing a constant current through the motor. This is the principle of field weakening in
BLDC motors: In order to be faced with a lower BEMF, the phase angle of the waveform produced by the
ESC is advanced with respect to the BEMF (Singh, 1997). An ESC smart enough can achieve, by using this
technique, speeds as much as three times the normal maximum speed. This functionality is not present
in the ESC's usually sold off-the-shelf for RC modeling, though.
Other higher-order effects
Usually, the second largest contributor to power loss inside a BLDC motor (and thus, to a decreased
efficiency) are core losses (Hanselman, 2006). (W. H. Yeadon & A. W. Yeadon, 2003), on the other hand,
propose to coarsely estimate the losses proportions as 65% for resistive losses, 20% for friction losses,
10% for core losses, and 5% for stray load losses (magnetic flux leakage losses). (Colton, 2010) estimated
the delta-winding losses of a specific motor as 1/3 of the resistive losses. Another source of losses,
called windage losses, is the aerodynamic drag in the air gap between the rotor and the stator (Colton,
2010).
Core losses
Core losses are the losses produced within the ferromagnetic portions of the stator, and are mainly due
to hysteresis and eddy currents. They are very well understood phenomena, but, due to their
microscopic origin, they are hard to predict for a given motor design.
Friction losses
Friction losses are usually modeled in two different ways:
If a motor is operated with a sufficiently low voltage, the torque of the point of maximum power can be lowered
as much as were desired below the rated torque. But, as is explained later in this chapter, the efficiency losses of
electric motors are an increasing function of the operating current: For this reason, it is usually preferable to
operate at high speed and low torque, and use a gearbox to exert high torque; even by taking the gearbox losses
into account.
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For applications of sufficiently low speed, or for applications in which the speed doesn't vary greatly
from a nominal value, the friction torque can be assumed constant (Larminie & Lowry, 2003). This is also
so for brushed DC motors, in which the friction is produced mainly in the brushes, and follows
Coulomb's law of dry friction. This friction is accounted for in the model by including a constant "no-load
current" in the motor equations (Drela, 2007a). This current, as explained in the previous sections,
would produce the torque necessary to overcome the shaft friction.
The friction in brushless DC motors is reduced to the rolling bearings that sustain the shaft. This friction
is in practice a lot smaller than the dry friction of a brushed commutator, but its dependence on
rotational speed is more complicated (see for example the exposition in Chapter 4 of (Stolarski & Tobe,
2000)). Thus, in applications in which the speed values span a big range, if the friction losses are deemed
significant, they are modeled as functions of the rotational speed.
Modeling of motor losses
Using d iffer-en t volItage ain d tourqu constant
If the magnitudes of the losses are known (or can be measured) for a specific motor, they can be
incorporated, to some degree, into a simple model that consists of using different values for the torque
constant and the back-EMF constant (Drela, 2006, 2007b). Industrial motors (see e.g. (Powertec
Industrial Motors, 1998)) are often specced this way. Referring to Equations (3.26) and (3.27), if the
voltage constant is renamed KE and the torque constant KT, cross-multiplying the sides of both
equations yields:
KE VI = KT - Q (3.38)
The effect of power losses will then be reflected as a voltage constant smaller than the torque constant.
Their ratio will be the efficiency of the motor, which is assumed constant and thus ought to be
measured in the nominal working point.
KE (3.39)
KT
U1sing a -nonze~ro nor J-loadl currenC~t
The most common way in which losses are specced in the hobbyist market of COTS brushless motors is
by just giving the value of the winding resistance. No more detailed specifications are published, except,
in some cases, a no-load current 1. The purpose of this no-load current is to quantify a constant torque
penalty, adjusting Equation (3.27) like this:
I - Io = Ky - Q (3.40)
The efficiency of the motor under this model depends on the working point in a non-trivial way.
hiclIudingp a ficitousreistanc in parle toQ he BEMlsorc
Another approach, explained by (Colton, 2010) is to model these power losses as growing with the
square of the rotational speed. This law corresponds, e.g., to a friction torque that increases linearly
with speed (which is a rough approximation for the bearings friction), to the losses due to winding
asymmetry in a delta configuration, to the windage losses, or to the eddy current losses*. The approach
Although (Larminie & Lowry, 2003) assert that eddy current losses, as well as hysteresis losses, increase linearly
with rotational speed, not its square.
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consists of incorporating all of them as a fictitious resistor connected in parallel to the BEMF source in
the DC model of the motor. The resistance value to use is easily obtained by measuring the current and
the voltage in a no-load test.
Using this approach, an efficiency that depends on the working point is again obtained. By calling RD the
fictitious resistance introduced, Equation (3.27) is adjusted this way:
(3.41)flI - = Ky - Q
KyRD
By defining the electrical working point R*ie V/I, and the mechanical working point Rr*ec = f/Q, the
expression for the efficiency r; becomes:
(3.42)1 - R/R*ie
r =+ e/K
1 + ( R,*ec/ RD)/Ky
Or, equivalently:
r7 = 1 - - Re
eRe) RD/ (3.43)
This curve has the form shown in Figure 3.6. It predicts a maximum efficiency, at the point Re*ie = V/I =
R - (R + RD) ~= R -R, of value:
r1~( 1- )RD) R RRD RD) R~1-2 -RD (3.44)
Where it has been assumed that R «RD.
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Figure 3.6 - Example efficiency of a BLDC motor as predicted by the losses model of Equations (3.30) and (3.27)
(dashed black), and the model of Equations (3.30) and (3.40) (solid blue). The horizontal axis represents the
electrical working point V/ of the motor. The right plot is a zooming of the left one.
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Using seriets expoasions fo the coefficients
(Drela, 2006, 2007a, 2007b) presents ways in which the expressions for the resistance, the zero-load
torque (due to friction and drag) and the zero-load speed should be adjusted to account for several
higher-order effects, in the cases when the motor is available for in-house testing.
Parameters estimation
Torque density
Results suggest that electrical motors whose armature windings have been optimally designed achieve
relatively similar continuous torque densities. This would be explained by the fact that this characteristic
of the motor is almost solely influenced by the air gap distance (Y.-P. Yang et al., 2010).
The ampacity of a cable is the value of the maximum root-mean-square current that can traverse it
without damaging it. For an insulated copper wire, the limit is in current densities of the order of
1 - 20 A/mm 2 (Hanselman, 2006; NFPA, 2007). This range is big, because many factors can hinder or
enhance the capacity of a motor to reject heat, but it serves for order-of-magnitude estimations.
Resistance
For motors of similar construction (including motors of the same family), the winding resistance is
roughly proportional to the square of the number of turns and to the motor length, and inversely
proportional to the motor cross-sectional area: (Kirtley, 2003)
NT - L (3.45)
A
Detailed analysis
Finally, the waveform of the Back-EMF of a given motor can be estimated very accurately if the internal
geometry of the motor is known. An example of the various ways to calculate it can be found in (Hwang
& Chang, 2000). From the Back-EMF waveform, the motor parameters can be derived as presented in
the previous sections. Unfortunately, geometrical specifications for the internal structure of BLDC
motors are not published by R/C COTS manufacturers.
3.3. LiPo batteries
Lithium polymer (LiPo) batteries are the current dominant rechargeable storage technology in EDFS and
some other applications where mass is critical. Despite the safety risks of the LiPo technology, which
demand protecting circuitry, sophisticated chargers, and special handling protocols, its mass advantage
makes it the most expensive secondary battery type.
The chemistry of a LiPo cell permits to charge it up to around 4V. Charging it further, i.e., using a higher
voltage, can result in damage to the cell and a safety hazard. For this reason, commercial LiPo chargers
top the charging process at 4.2V per cell.
Commercial LiPo batteries have three properties rated:
* The number of LiPo cells that are connected in series inside the battery pack. This determines
the voltage of the pack, and is noted as "#S," being # the number of cells. It usually ranges from
1 to 12.
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* The maximum electric charge the battery can deliver from full charge to full discharge. It is
called the "capacity" of the pack, noted in mAh, and usually ranges from around 300 to 6000.
* The maximum current that should be drawn from the pack if it's not actively cooled. This is
called the continuous rating, or "C-rating," and is noted as "#C." The C-rating can be thought of
having units of h-. Multiplying it by the capacity of the cell yields the maximum current. It
usually ranges from 5C to around 65C, although the maximum rating available commercially
grows at a fast pace. Sometimes, in addition to the continuous rating, a "peak" or "burst" rating
is provided.
First-order estimation model
As is discussed below, the voltage of a battery necessarily drops along with its discharging. LiPo batteries
maintain a pretty constant voltage up until the end of their discharge process, when it drops steeply.
Due to that, the average voltage, from start of discharge to cutoff, is a good estimation of the voltage
across the discharge range. This voltage value is commonly taken as 3.7V per LiPo cell in series:
VO = #S - 3.7V (3.46)
The time it takes for the battery to discharge completely can be estimated using its capacity:
t = ChIl (3.47)
Since the maximum allowable current should be Imax = Ch- Crat, the capacity times the C-rating, the
minimum discharge time is:
tmin = 1/Crat (3.48)
Selection. Ragone plots.
As seen in the previous sections, the voltage and current required to drive a ducted fan at a certain
speed can be changed by selecting motors with different constant. The only restriction is that their
product must equate (to first order; in practice, surpass) the power required by the fan. Figure 3.7
depicts graphically the fact that, given a battery-pack brand, the power requirement of an application
only fixes the number of packs that will be needed: How they are to be connected in series and parallel
groups is determined by the motor constant.
In the figure, each battery pack is shown as a brown box. Horizontal juxtaposition signifies a parallel
connection, and vertical piling signifies a series connection. The maximum current that can be drawn
from the connected batteries equals the pack maximum current times the number of packs in parallel.
The maximum supplied power (voltage times maximum current) is proportional to the amount of packs,
and unchanged by their electrical layout.
The same argument just made of the maximum supply power can be made of the total energy stored by
the batteries: A requirement on power and discharge time only fixes the number of battery packs
necessary, given their brand.
Due to these two facts, a standard way to compare different energy-storage technologies is in terms of
their specific energy and specific power. These are respectively the maximum energy that can be stored
and the maximum power that can supply a unit of mass of the device.
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Figure 3.7 - Adaptation of the series/parallel connections of battery packs to a changing motor constant, for the
same required fan speed (power) and flight time (energy).
Specific power and specific energy are example of "intensive" magnitudes (in opposition to "extensive"
magnitudes). Intensive magnitudes are those properties of an object that don't depend on the amount
of substance present, but just on its nature. Extensive quantities are, on the other hand, proportional to
the amount of substance.
The Ragone chart
A Ragone chart is a log-log plot showing the specific power and specific energy of energy-storage
devices (Christen & Carlen, 2000). Each storage technology is located in a specific region of the power-
energy plane: E.g. a unit mass of capacitors is capable of delivering greater power than a unit mass of
batteries, yet the latter can store a greater amount of energy than the former. An example of Ragone
chart of common energy-storage technologies is shown in Figure 3.8. Note that the plot is marked with
diagonal lines of constant ratio between the values of the two axes. They indicate points of operation
with the same discharge time.
Note that any one device can be operated at a smaller power than its maximum, and similarly can be
used to store less energy than its maximum. This implies the region of a given device in a Ragone chart
extends all the way down and to the left: There's thus a preference for devices that have both higher
power density and higher energy density. Indeed, continuous rating and charge alone cannot be used to
compare cells, if weight is not taken into account: A cell with higher charge and higher rating is not
preferable if its chemistry is Pareto-dominated in terms of specific power and energy.
This is not to imply factors other than power and energy densities are not important: For example,
combustion engines, although dominant over batteries in terms of their weight, are not appropriate for
use in small mobile devices, as they don't scale well to small sizes (Pederson, 2011). Capacitors, although
better suited than batteries for microelectronic applications due to their high discharge rates at very
small sizes, cannot hold their voltage through their discharge as well as batteries do: A flat discharge
curve (explained in the next sections) is desirable for operating electronic devices, but makes estimating
the state of charge difficult (Winter & Brodd, 2004). Lithium-ion batteries, although lighter than other
batteries, are also more expensive than those.
In summary, specific power and energy capabilities are but two of the considerations that need to be
taken into account when selecting an energy-storage technology. Good overviews and explanations of
such considerations can be found in (Linden & Reddy, 2002) (with a comparison of secondary-battery
technologies over 10 dimensions in Table 22.4 of the book), or in (Winter & Brodd, 2004). Still, once a
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specific technology has been selected, the Ragone chart can be used to downselect which manufacturer
and model to choose for the application at hand. The way to do this is described in the next subsection.
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Figure 3.8 - Ragone chart showing the capabilities of storage and delivery rate of various
energy-storage technologies. (Created with data compiled from several sources).
Device selection from requirements
A Ragone chart presents powers and energies per unit of mass: If total power and energy were to be
plotted in the chart, instead of their specific values, each point of the chart could be moved by
considering, e.g., 2 kg of batteries instead of 1 kg. It is easy to see that this movement is restricted to
follow the lines of constant discharge-time.
Based on this observation, the following visual technique can be used to minimize the weight of
batteries needed to meet a given power and energy requirement:
1. Plot the required pair of power and energy in the Ragone chart; as if the required battery mass
were the unit of mass.
2. Draw the line of constant discharge-time that includes the required point.
3. The optimal battery is the one whose Ragone curve crosses that line at the point which is most
to the right and up.
4. The amount of mass needed is obtained from the displacement between that crossing point and
the requirements point.
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Higher-order effects
This section presents and analyzes the several ways in which the performance of real batteries deviates
from the ideal first-order model. For the design of applications that operate at a constant power (e.g. a
hovering UAV as Talaris), the most important of these higher-order effects are reflected as deviations
from the ideal Ragone curve of the battery. As the real shape of the Ragone curve can be used alone to
design the storage system, it serves as a very useful description of the device for the designer.
State of charge
The voltage of a battery cell decreases progressively as the cell discharges. If the discharge current is low
enough, the voltage of the cell depends only on the amount of electric charge delivered so far. A plot of
voltage versus extracted charge for a specific cell is called its discharge curve. Figure 3.9 shows a typical
discharge curve of a LiPo cell. The horizontal axis (depth of discharge) shows the delivered charge as a
fraction of the rated capacity of the cell.
Manufacturers rate the capacity of their LiPo cells as the (extracted) charge at which the cell voltage
reaches 3V. This standard cutoff value is arbitrary, but it is set approximately in the point where the
curve steepens down. Discharging further gives only a small bit of extra energy, at the cost of a high risk
of cell damage.
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Figure 3.9 - Typical discharge curve of a LIPo cell: voltage vs. depth of discharge. The total charge is
rated at the point where the cell voltage crosses the 3V cutoff.
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Cells are charged up to the point where their voltage reaches 4.2V. This is again an arbitrary standard,
set also as a compromise between amount of stored energy and risk of cell damage.
The amount of energy delivered by a cell is the area under its discharge curve, when the horizontal axis
is set in units of electrical charge. It can be seen in the curve that by approximating the voltage by 3.7V,
the discharged energy prediction is very accurate.
Internal resistance
If the discharge current is not low enough, the discharge curve of a LiPo cell depends on the current: The
voltage of the cell not only decreases with the depth of discharge, but also with increasing current. For
not-too-big, low frequency currents, this voltage depression can be modeled as Ohmic, producing the
parameter called internal resistance of the cell.
V = Vo - I - R (3.49)
In practice, currents beyond the validity range of the internal-resistance model are also beyond the
rated current of LiPo cells. So as long as the working point doesn't exceed the manufacturer ratings, the
Ohmic model is accurate*. A curve showing the dependence of voltage with current for a given battery
or cell (be it a measured dependence, or a modeled one, as in Equation (3.49)) is called its polarization
curve.
Figure 3.10 extends the plot in Figure 3.9 by adding three additional discharge curves of the same
hypothetical cell, each one of them affected by an increasing voltage drop due to Ohmic polarization.
The decrease in the voltage provided, with respect to the zero-resistance model, causes a decrease in
the power delivered. The zero-resistance model predicted a constant amount of energy stored in the
cell, no matter how fast the discharge. This adjustment, though, implies that the energetic capacity of
the cell diminishes with increasing current.
With increasing current, on the other hand, the delivered power increases: The working point of
maximum power for the idealized voltage source with internal resistance is reached when the load
resistance matches the internal resistance. In that point, the voltage at the load is half the open-circuit
voltage. One can easily see in Figure 3.10 that this point is beyond what discharge-protection circuits
would accept (and ESCs include such circuits). It is also beyond the rated current for continuous use in
commercial cells.
As a result of this, it happens that, for a given cell, increasing the supplied power (by increasing the
discharge current) decreases the total delivered energy. It is interesting to derive the form of this
adjustment to the Ragone curve of the battery: If only intensive parameters are used in doing it, the
result can then be applied to any set of battery packs of the same construction.
Of course, by measuring and recording the discharge curve of a specific battery at different discharge
currents, one can obtain the actual Ragone curve of that battery, which this model approximates.
* Although this independence of R with respect to I doesn't mean there aren't other factors that affect its value. In
particular, the internal resistance changes with temperature, as is explained in this chapter, and also increases
more and more when the cell is reaching charge depletion (Johnson, 2002).
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Figure 3.10 - Discharge curves of a hypothetical LiPo cell, at different discharge currents. From dark
blue to yellow, the higher the current, the lower the voltage. Note that the higher the current, the
more conservative is the cutoff set at 3V.
Adtjustnient to the Ragone curve
Presented here is a way to treat internal resistance using only intensive quantities. It leverages the
following two facts:
* Connecting two identical cells in parallel produces a pack with twice the capacity of each
individual cell, twice their weight, and half their internal resistance.
* Connecting two identical cells in series produces a pack with twice their voltage, twice their
weight, and twice their internal resistance.
Instead of using the value of the internal resistance, which is neither an intensive nor an extensive
quantity, the value of the following intensive magnitude is used:
Ch -R
tS.C. = VO (3.50)
It has units of time, and is the theoretical minimum discharge time of the battery in this model, given
that VO/R is the short-circuit current. In practice, the short-circuit current would be below that value,
and the maximum current the battery can sustain without damage would be below the short-circuit
current.
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This battery model delivers its maximum theoretical power when the load impedance matches the
internal impedance. In that working point, the current is half the short-circuit current, and the voltage
supplied is half the open-circuit voltage. The maximum power is thus V2/4R, and the following specific
power can be defined:
Pmax v(3.51)Pnx-4 R W
This is the theoretical maximum specific power the battery can deliver as predicted by this model, and is
strictly greater than the rated power. In effect, if a LiPo battery were to operate at this condition, the
voltage supplied by each of its cells would be half their open-circuit voltage. Thus each one would be
working at around 1.9V, below the threshold 3V at which protection circuits would go off.
With this power defined one can proceed to derive the e(p) curve of a battery with non-negligible
resistance (its Ragone curve) as follows:
E = Ch - V = Ch - (VO - I - R) (3.52)
Note that the dependence of V with the state of charge is not considered at this level of detail.
The current drawn from the battery can be related to the specific energy the battery will supply at that
level of current by transforming the previous equation:
E e R
= -- =1 (3.53)Ch Vo emax Vo
' e/e) (3.54)
The substitution emax = Ch - VO/W has been used, emax being the maximum specific energy the battery
can store. This maximum corresponds to the limit for small operating current, as can be checked in both
Equations (3.53) and (3.54).
Now the specific power of the battery can be expressed in terms of the current drawn and the specific
energy it will deliver at that current level:
P = E/t (3.55)
p = e - I/Ch (3.56)
1 - VO
emax W
.e /ema 
.Vo/ W
(The next section of this thesis presents the fact that the discharge time is not always the current
divided by the rated capacity, but for now this assumption is used). By using the expression of I of
Equation (3.54), the curve sought is finally obtained:
eV2 (3.57)P=nemax 
~eemax) R W
P/4Pmax =e/ emax ( e/emax) (.8
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It is again a parabolic relationship for the power, as is obtained for P(I) under this model. It solves for
e(p) to:
e(p) = emax - (3.59)
1 - 11 - P/Pmax
This expression is also obtained by (Christen & Carlen, 2000), with the difference that these authors also
include a term modeling a non-infinite leakage resistance. The form of that inverse of a parabola in a
Ragone plot is shown in Figure 3.11. Note that, even though the vertex of the parabola is at the point
(Pmax, emax/ 2 ), that power value cannot be reached by a LiPo battery in practice. Indeed, if the battery
were operated at a specific power of ~0.4 Pmax or higher, the average voltage during discharge would
drop below the 3V cutoff threshold (refer again to Figure 3.10). Thus, the rated specific power of the
battery, Prat, is in practice found below that value; and hence the internal resistance never reduces the
specific energy delivered below 90% of the rated value.
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Figure 3.11 - Ragone curve of a battery modeled as an ideal voltage source
with internal resistance. The specific energy is shown relative to the
maximum specific energy the battery can store. The specific power is
plotted relative to the maximum it can deliver (which is beyond the rated
specific power for LiPo batteries).
Instead of using an empirical measure of the effective internal resistance of a battery, one could
measure and record a set of discharge curves (to get a chart similar to Figure 3.10). If constant-power
discharge curves are thus recorded (i.e. discharging more current as the voltage drops further), the area
below each of those curves is the amount of energy that was delivered. This means that the numerical
integral of each curve produces as a result one point of the Ragone curve of the battery.
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Current
The previous sections have treated the effects on voltage of current and depth of discharge (or state-of-
charge) as additive. This is practice is not exactly the case: There is an interaction between both, causing
that the time needed for a cell to discharge down to OV is not always a constant of the cell divided by
the current used. High currents have a detrimental effect in the useful capacity of the cell (that is,
beyond the effect noted in Figure 3.10*). This is important for the designer, because battery capacities
are usually reported at around 0.2C - 1C, i.e., in the limit of low current, where its value is maximum.
The decrease in battery capacity described here is reflected in its Ragone curve, having an effect
qualitatively similar to the internal resistance: It reduces the specific energy of the battery at the high-
power end of the Ragone curve.
A common way of modeling the change in cell capacity for different load currents is Peukert's equation:
Ikt = C (3.60)
In this equation, I is the discharge rate, t is the discharge time corresponding to that rate, and k and C
are parameters that determine the behavior of a specific cell. Obviously, actual values of k for real cells
will always be close to 1.
In the ideal case in which k = 1, the parameter C is equal in value to the capacity of the cell. In practice,
k is slightly greater than 1: Charge capacity, thus, as defined by I - t, decreases with increasing current.
Note that for k and C to be unambiguously defined for a type of cell, Equation (3.60) must refer to a
specific amount of material. Usually, a unit of mass is assumed. This is because for k > 1 the concept of
charge capacity is not additive anymore: If the same load current is split and divided between two
identical cells, the discharge time will be more than twice the discharge time if only one cell were used.
If one measures the discharge time of a cell at different values of current-per-mass, the actual graph
that is modeled by Peukert's equation is produced. Plotting it in logarithmic axes, as in Figure 3.11 of
(Linden & Reddy, 2002), makes readily apparent the goodness of the model and its application range.
The graph is shown then as a straight line of slope close to -1, that only tapers off at very small load
currents and very high load currents.
Temperature
The performance of LiPo batteries is also affected by their temperature: The internal resistance of a cell
decreases with increasing temperature. As the Ohmic losses inside the cell make it heat up, it is
generally the case that, over an extended operation, a decrease in internal resistance and the
corresponding increase in delivered current and power are seen.
Varying current
Batteries are physical systems, and thus don't adjust instantly to a change in their load. This non-zero
response time can be modeled, to first order, by adding a resistor-capacitor circuit to the electrical
Suffice to compare the theoretical set of discharge curves plotted in that figure with an experimental set. The
latter abound in the published literature, for example by (Stux & Swider-Lyons, 2007). Another way to look at this
effect is to plot an experimental discharge curve by measuring only open-circuit voltages, as done by (Johnson,
2002): By interrupting current flow temporarily during the discharge in order to take the voltage measurement,
the Ohmic effect is suppressed.
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model of "ideal source plus internal resistance" (Larminie & Lowry, 2003). This addition is merely a first-
order low-pass filter that accounts for a linear lag of the battery response to load changes.
Other two models using capacitors are presented by (Johnson, 2002), and predict very accurately the
dynamic response of the batteries his group tested.
The capacitances and resistances in these models have to be tuned to fit the behavior of a specific
battery model. The non-standard nature of the models makes it difficult to estimate such parameters for
batteries that are not purposefully tested in-house.
Total life
If the cost of replacing the battery through the life-cycle of the finished system were not taken into
account, the technology to choose would most probably be a primary battery instead of a secondary
one: But even though the former have higher specific energies and a lower cost (Pederson, 2011), the
latter can be used for hundreds of charge/discharge cycles instead of merely one.
In the applications in which the economic benefits of using secondary batteries is obvious, as is the case
of Talaris, it is still necessary to take into account, during design, the different number of
charge/discharge cycles different commercial batteries can sustain.
The variable that most importantly contributes to a decrease in cycle life of a battery is the depth of
discharge it is made to reach. The designer can thus trade specific energy against life-cycle costs of the
system. This will be discussed further in Chapter 8, "Future Research."
Parameters estimation
For the specific energy of secondary batteries, (Winter & Brodd, 2004) propose a rule of thumb that
estimates ~15OWh/kg for the Li-ion type. This estimation is consistent with the sources used to create
Figure 3.8.
(Larminie & Lowry, 2003) quote a typical specific energy of 90Wh/kg and a specific power of 300W/kg
for the Li-ion type of batteries, noting that those figures include the weight of cooling equipment, whose
need is assumed.
Cost model
(Larminie & Lowry, 2003) propose as a rule of thumb to estimate the cost of Lithium-based batteries as
20 times the cost of the Lead-acid type, or 5 times the cost of the Nickel type.
3.4. Review of automatic design tools
A variety of tools exist that qualify as automatic design tools. They differ in a wide range of attributes,
which is a reflection of the wide range of applications they cover in engineering:
* User interface (configuration files, web, desktop GUI, ...).
e Supported programming languages (C, Fortran, Matlab, a custom language, ...).
* Supported domains for the design parameters:
o Continuous and/or discrete.
o Multidimensional or scalar.
o Bounded/unbounded.
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o Drawn from parts databases.
* Protocols for the use of external simulators/solvers (e.g. for fluid dynamics simulation).
* Support for rapid modeling and model modularity.
* Need of an initial guess of the solution.
* Transparent support for parallel or distributed computation.
* Monitoring of the search process.
* Delivery of multiple solutions.
The attributes listed are not comprehensive of the functionality offered by these tools: They are just the
attributes which are relevant for the design effort of the Talaris EDFS.* For the sake of comparison, one
of those design tools, called MOST, is described in this section. Other such tools are reviewed in
(Abramson, Lewis, Peachey, & Fletcher, 2001) and (Abramson, Lewis, & Peachey, 2001).
MOST
MOST ("Multifunctional Optimization System Tool") (Tseng, 1996) is an automatic design tool
extensively used in the design of electric motors within the department of mechanical engineering of
the National Taiwan University (Huang & Tseng, 2003; Y.-P. Yang et al., 2010; Y.-P. Yang, Luh, & Cheung,
2004). It optimizes parametric design problems in which the constraints on the design parameters can
be expressed as an intersection of equalities and inequalities.
Operation
In order to solve a problem, the designer must transcribe it into at least two pieces of code:
* The (n-dimensional) objective function.
* A function encoding all the design constraints.
These functions must be written in C or Fortran. The functions defining the problem are then compiled
and linked with MOST to produce an executable solver.
In order to solve a specific problem, the user must provide the program with an initial guess of the
optimal design solution.
Assets
Variable domains can be discrete, integral, or real (in the last two cases, with explicitly declared bounds).
The ability to restrict design parameters to a discrete domain is essential in a big range of design
problems (Tseng, 1996), of which the design of the Talaris EDF System is a case. MOST uses a modified
branch-and-bound method (Lawler & Wood, 1966) to divide the discontinuous problem into several
continuous optimizations. These continuous problems are solved using the SQP algorithm.
Compiling the objective function and the constraints functions, along with the fact of them being written
in C or Fortran, gives them the best performance among alternative execution methods.
* The attributes of these technologies, as opposed to those of the other technologies reviewed in this chapter, are
not of a continuous nature. Therefore they cannot be compared visually in a plot.
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Unfitness
For cet0 dC,1111casses of problems
The design domain is the Cartesian product of the design parameters' domains, which means the
technological limitations would need to be coded as constraints, in the cases in which that is even
possible.
The search process cannot be monitored. An example question of interest to the designer that is made
unavailable by this is "What range of the design space was covered in the search?"
It will only produce one answer: The task of selection between the multiple satisfactory solutions must
be encoded alongside the problem. The selection task is furthermore restricted to one of these
methods:
e Maximization of a scalar utility function over the objectives (what (Evans, 1984) calls "best
compromise programming"). The utility function is restricted to a linear weighting of the
objectives.
e "Goal programming" (S. M. Lee, 1971), which consists of ranking the objectives and maximizing
them in the order of their priority.
(Othe
The set of available programming languages being restricted to C or Fortran:
* By today's standards, these two languages are already low in the spectrum of expressiveness.
* There is a lot of existent development in the area of debuggers for C programs, but compiled
languages face an a priori disadvantage with respect to interpreted languages in this area.
* Sometimes the metrics forming the objective function need to be calculated using external
programs, as e.g. some finite elements software. For these cases, interprocess connectivity is
much eased by modern programming languages.
All the design constraints must be programmed together in a single function. If the designer needs
modularity instead of a single monolithic model of the whole system, she needs to construct a custom
framework for that.
As is the case with most optimizers, it follows the process of evolving a base solution proposal. It thus
shares the advantages and disadvantages of this process, relative to the other processes. E.g., it is more
prone to be left stuck in a local optimum, and it needs an initial guess of the optimal parameters.
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Chapter 4. Problem and resolution
4.1. Difficulties of designing the Talaris gravity-reducing system
This section presents the various difficulties that arise in designing the Talaris electric ducted fan system.
Three design processes were presented in chapter 2: 1) design by solving the reverse problem; 2) design
by evolving the current configuration; 3) design by generation and evaluation of a large number of
factorial designs.
An attempt at using the first two of the design processes reviewed in chapter 2 is made, demonstrating
why they cannot succeed. Next, the details about how to implement the third approach are presented,
together with -an overall design strategy.
Designing by solving the reverse problem
In order to design by solving the reverse problem, it is necessary to have a "solvable" analysis model. In
a solvable analysis model, the design parameters have to be generalized from their discrete domains
(imposed by the existence of specific parts) to continuous domains. Furthermore, in order to solve the
reverse problem, it is necessary to know the relationships relating the parameters of each part.
However, such relationships are complex or inexistent. As a consequence, the analysis of the model has
to be abstracted to the level at which these relationships are known.
Figure 4.1 shows the variables included in such a high-level model. Their meaning and the equations
relating them are explained next.
Figure 4.1 - Attributes of a very high-level abstract model of an Electric Ducted Fan
System, and the equations relating them. On blue are marked the equations imposed
by the ducted fans; on green, the equations imposed by the motors; on orange, the
equations imposed by the batteries; and, on black, the equations imposed by the
physical layout of the vehicle.
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The net thrust performance metric is the difference between the vertical thrust produced by the system
and its total weight. The total vertical thrust is proportional to the individual thrust of each fan. The
largest terms contributing to the total weight of the system are the weight of the batteries and the
weight of the four electrical motors.
Tnet = Tz - Wtot (4.1)
Tz = TF -4cos159 (4.2)
Wtot = WB + 4 (WM + WE + WF) + Wrest = WB + 4 Wm + Wrest (4.3)
The weight of each motor is related to the maximum torque it can provide. The weight of the battery is
related to its capacity, assuming a certain specific energy density in KWh/kg. However, precise mass and
cost models are missing, and boundaries on design parameters due to technology limitations are
unknown. Furthermore, not all combinations of parameters are feasible, or make economic sense for
RC planes' COTS parts. Hence, the information required to apply this first design strategy is simply not
known.
Another disadvantage of this first design approach in the particular case of Talaris is sunk cost. Indeed,
there was an existing Talaris vehicle design already available for which an important investment of man-
hours had already been made, and it would have been a very tough decision to simply discard all this
work.
Designing by evolving the current configuration
In the evolving design paradigm, a base design is iteratively modified in small changes until convergence
criteria are met (or more generally, termination criteria that may or may not imply convergence).
The base design from which to start this process would be, evidently, the current configuration of Talaris
(as listed in Table 2.1). Table 4.1 repeats it here for convenience.
DudedFan
4 TbAeronaut TF8000
Motor
4 Lehner 3060/10 HA
ESC
4 Schulze "future 40.161H"
Batteries
2S6P ITanic LiPo 7S 4500 30C
Table 4.1 - Current configuration of the
gravity-reducing system of Talaris - repeat.
Table 4.2 lists the different performance variables with which I am concerned in this work, as measured
in the real vehicle. Total cost and weight of the propulsion system are assumed to be very accurately
modeled by the sum of weights and costs of the parts listed in Table 4.1, and hence not contrasted
empirically. Deviations of weight and cost from this estimation are due mainly to the long, low-gauge
cables connecting the components. Another, more important, deviation of the real cost of the system
from this estimation is the life-cycle cost of the battery, which can be significant. This is discussed in
Chapter 6 as further research.
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System dynamic status
VM Voltage at each motor 46 V
/m Current passing through each motor 200 A
0 Fans rotor speed 27 krpm
T, Total vertical thrust 450 N
Performance metrics
T,,t Net thrust of the propulsion system 290 N
tflight Battery duration 80 s
Table 4.2 - Measured performance of the current Talaris
configuration.
Estimation model
The logical first step of the process is to use this available measured data to validate our first-order
analysis mode presented in Chapter 3. Figure 4.2 shows a diagram of the equations that need to be
simultaneously solved.
Ducted Fan
Battery M t rP 
f
V =P#S - VO-
#P - Ch IT 3 = 4pArot - (FM jjP)
QM=QF T =CTpArot - (rT-
tflight tB
Wot = WB + WM + WF
Tnet = 4 cos 15 2 TF - Wtot
Ctot = CB + CM + CF
Figure 4.2 - First-order estimation model equations for the Talaris EDF System.
The equations can be divided into three subsets that are the performance models of each of the
subsystems: battery, motors and ducted fans. The first-order models exposed in Chapter 3 are used.
Note that, as the ESCs don't penalize performance with inefficiencies appreciable at this level of
modeling, and their weight is negligible with respect to the rest of the propulsion system (Pederson,
2011), they are treated as part of the motors.
Two other subsets of equations model the connections between these subsystems: battery to motors,
and motors to ducted fans. These assume perfectly efficient connections (both electrically and
mechanically perfect), and they model the fact that:
. Talaris shares its battery among the four EDFs;
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0 no gearbox is used in the connection between the motor and the fan rotor.
The equations in the final subset are derived from the layout of the vehicle, and model system-level
attributes. The four conflicting objectives treated in this thesis (maximum flight time, net thrust, weight,
and cost of the propulsion system) are derived as a function of the main subsystem parameters.
It turns out that this first-order model of the system is not valid for the current configuration. This is
shown next.
First-order performance analysis
The parameters required to analyze the current configuration of Talaris, using the first order models
presented in the Literature chapter, are listed in Table 4.3.
Batteries
Vo voltage 25.9 V
Ch charge 4.5 Ah
C continuous rating 30 C
W weight 8.41 kg
Motor
Kv motor constant 0.7 krpm/V
MaXIM rated current 549 A
W weight 1.25 kg
ESC
MaxVE rated voltage 59 V
MaXIE rated current 160 A
WE weight 200 g
Ducted Fan
d diameter 145 mm
FM Figure of Merit 0.55
a expansion ratio 1
Cr thrust coefficient 0.11
W weight 0.12 kg
Table 4.3 - Rated values for the parameters of the
current configuration of Talaris.
The resulting derived attributes of the system when the estimation model presented earlier in this
section is applied, including the four performance metrics of interest in this work, are listed in Table 4.4.
System dynamic status
VM Voltage at each motor 51.8V
/M Current passing through each motor 259A
0 Fans rotor speed 36.3krpm
Tz Total vertical thrust 631N
Performance metrics
T,, Net thrust of the propulsion system 484N
tflight Battery duration 63s
Wrt, Weight of the propulsion system 15kg
Table 4.4 - Results of a first-order performance analysis of the
current configuration of Talaris.
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From comparing Table 4.4 and Table 4.2, it is clear that these results do not correspond to the
performance measured in testing the vehicle. The reason for the mismatch is the internal resistance of
the batteries, which for this specific design cannot be neglected. This is illustrated further in the next
paragraphs.
The voltage measured on the input leads of the ESC's showed a drop of the order of 10V from the open-
circuit value of the batteries. To confirm that the culprit of such voltage drop was the batteries used,
their internal resistance needs to be known. Unfortunately, this property isn't published by the
manufacturer (Tanic), but some independent measurements are published for their cells.
Following the knowledge presented in Chapter 3, in order to use resistance values for batteries of the
same chemistry but different number of cells and total capacity, the resistance needs to be put in the
form of an intensive quantity. The values reported for the internal resistance of Tanic LiPo cells, per unit
of capacity, is approximately:
Rceul = 9.3/Ch mfl - Ah
The total internal resistance of the Talaris batteries is then:
RB = 29 mf
(4.4)
(4.5)
And thus IBRB = 30.OV, which is far from being negligible, compared to VB = 51.8 V. A second-order
model is this required.
Second-order performance analysis
The second-order model is identical to the first order model except for the batteries. In the second order
model, batteries have a non-negligible internal resistance as shown below (modifications with respect to
the first order model are shown in red).
tflight = tB
Wot= WB + WM + WF
Tnet 4 cos 150 TF -Wtot
Ctot = CB + CM + CF
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The resulting derived attributes of the system when the second order performance model is applied,
including the four performance metrics of interest in this work, are listed in Table 4.5.
System dynamic status
VM Voltage at each motor 42V
/m Current passing through each motor 170A
1) Fans rotor speed 30krpm
T, Total vertical thrust 410N
Performance metrics
T,,t Net thrust of the propulsion system 263N
tflight Battery duration 120s
Wrt, Weight of the propulsion system 15kg
Table 4.5 - Results of a second-order performance analysis of
the current configuration of Talaris.
Since these results matched the measurements in Table 4.2 sufficiently well, further refinement of the
model was not necessary.
Design evolution
After having the valid analysis of the system, the next task of the design process is to propose a design
change that enhances it. This is the point where this process fails in this specific problem: in which
direction to optimize? Lacking published heuristics, the fallback option would be to perform a sensitivity
analysis centered on the design at hand.
In order to take this sensitivity analysis approach, the continuous-domains analysis model from the
previous section would need to be complete. As long as there are missing relations, this cannot be done.
This motivates the use of a different design approach. This new approach is the object of the next
section.
4.2. Adopted solution
Due to the ease of getting parts data from catalogs published by retailers and manufacturers, relative to
finding scaling relations for them in the literature, I decided to follow the third design process.
This process is compatible with the desire to evolve an existing design: One can, e.g., include as a
constraint the requirement that explored designs only differ in one variable from the base design. This
way, the evolution from the existing configuration to any of the newly produced designs is guaranteed
to be smooth.
Additional advantages of tradespace exploration are the easiness to add other parameters into the
trade study, and the exhaustiveness of the trade space exploration. Interesting regions of the trade
space can be identified. This is illustrated for example in (Howell, Uebelhart, Angeli, & Miller, 2005). In
that paper, the authors explored 352 different designs for a ground based telescope and identified an
interesting class of designs base on Cassegrain configurations with elevation axis above the primary
mirror and with low primary mirror focal ratio.
The steps needed to follow the process are:
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1. Compile parts databases to feed the automatic generator.
2. Use an automatic generator
Both steps are described in more detail in the following pages.
Compile parts databases to feed the automatic generator.
Most of the data sources are online catalogs, price lists, and web stores. Formatted in HTML, they are
intended for humans, not for automatic processing. The first step was to import these databases in
HTML to a more useful format such as Excel. The import process was done by merely copying and
pasting them from the web browser into a spreadsheet, exploiting the capabilities of Excel to extract
numeric data from text fields (e.g. "17 x 8 x 11 mm"), and to easily detect outliers without explicitly
looking for them (e.g. with coloring cells depending on their value).
One of the consequences of using parts from a market oriented towards hobbyists is that detailed
specifications of the parts aren't as readily available as with industrial parts, and in some cases are even
non-existent. Therefore, these databases are only partially filled.
Thus, the raw data that I had available:
* had different sets of parameters
* used different units
* contained inconsistent data
* contained redundant data
A tool was thus needed to automatically import data from this raw database into a consistent database.
I chose a production system (rules engine) because rules engines are well suited to code that kind of
task. Details of the implementation are provided in the next chapter.
Use an automatic generator
There exists a set of readily available software technologies that can be combined to develop an
application very well suited for this purpose. The idea of the software tool is to combine the strengths of
a rules engine and a tool for analysis and visualization. For the latter, MatlabTM is almost "the obvious
choice" in the field of engineering.
The capabilities offered by Matlab that drive its choice as an analysis and visualization tool are::
e Extensive plotting and visualization capabilities.
* Easy programming of vector calculations (e.g. to approximate an unknown parameter by
performing a least-squares fit).
* Extensions ("toolboxes" and publicly-shared user code) for almost any imaginable aspect of
engineering. An example used by the design tool is the calculation of Pareto fronts.
" COM, Java and .Net connectivity, which can be used for easy interprocess communication (e.g.
to use STK TM for analysis, and to easily extract records from databases implemented in Excel).
* Connectivity with symbolic computing tools, as e.g. MathematicaT M or MapleTM (through the
"symbolic toolbox"). Some of the things that these tools permit and are of interest for the
automatic designer are easily solving systems of equations, and operating quantities with units.
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One of the objectives the tool was conceived to satisfy is the performing of real-time tradespace
exploration. This objective constrains the chosen rules-engine to be one that can invoke Matlab
commands (so that tradespace visualization plots can be updated with every new data point produced).
A variety of publicly available rules engines exists, but the ability to invoke Matlab commands is a very
strong condition on them.
The architectural solution selected for the tool was the use of Matlab and the Jess rules engine
(Friedman-Hill, 2003). The way these two technologies can pass data forth and back, and execute each
other's functions, is described next.
One way of commanding Matlab from outside its user interface is through a Java library (called
MatlabControl (Whitehouse, 2011)) which provides programmatic access to the currently running
Matlab session. The functionality offered by this library can be leveraged by the Jess rules engine. Jess is
a Java library that implements a rules engine* and an interpreter of a CLIPS dialect (the "Jess
language")." The engine can be controlled programmatically (i.e., through function calls) or, more easily,
by passing source code (as strings) to the Jess-language interpreter.
What makes the Jess language specially suited for this task is that Java objects and libraries can be
accessed as first-order citizens of the language. Any Java library then effectively extends the language in
the same way that it extends the Java language, and this means the Jess language has the ability to
invoke Matlab commands.
Additionally, Matlab can also access seamlessly Java libraries and objects, including the Jess-engine
library. As part of its Java programming interface, Jess offers control over all the aspects of the engine:
the facts base, the rule set, and the rules activations agenda (refer to Section 2.8 of this thesis for an
introduction to these concepts). This is thus all available to the Matlab language. Pieces of Jess code can
also be constructed passed as text to the interpreter, to be evaluated.
Summary of the solution
I designed and implemented a tool that both:
e Eases complex tradespace explorations from multiple heterogeneous parts databases.
e Generates and analyses all design vectors that meet a given set of requirements.
I performed tradespace exploration on those databases to generate cost models, mass models, and
other scaling relations, not found on the literature, for those COTS parts.
In order to show the mentioned relations and models help the early phases of the design of electric
ducted fan systems, I used them to design the Talaris gravity-reducing subsystem in a top-down way.
I used the automatic designer to explore solutions in the region of the design-space where Talaris
currently lies, which is out of the scope of top-down design.
It implements the Rete algorithm.
This language is a dialect of the CLIPS (or ART) programming language, which is the de facto industry standard for
rules programming. The name Jess is ambiguous: it is the name of both the domain-specific language and the Java
library that implements it.
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4.3. Design strategy
In this section, I describe the design strategy that I implemented in the automatic design tool, which
begins with the ducted fans.
The mechanical power needed by each ducted fan to produce the thrust required from them is easily
obtained from Equation (3.13):
T 3/ 2  (4.6)
= V - drot - FMV
The sum of this power for each of the four fans determines, as explained in Chapter 3, the weight of
batteries required to fulfill the thrust requirement. These abstracting assumptions are made for the
design task:
* The weight of batteries needed to provide this amount of power, once a specific brand and
model of LiPo's is selected, is not very different from an estimation consisting of using an
average specific energy of 150 Wh/kg, and the required discharge time of 2 minutes.
* Batteries can be found whose "bend" in the Ragone chart (see Chapter 3) appears in discharge
times below the required 2 minutes (30C). Thus, the amount of batteries needed does not
depend on their rated power, but their rated energy capacity. Doing this, i.e., using only cells
that would operate in the constant-energy portion of their Ragone curve, does not only simplify
the design task, but is also advisable because it minimizes cell-to-cell performance variability
during operation.
* Batteries with sufficiently low internal resistance can be found, such that the tsc parameter of
their chemistry is much lower than the required discharge time of 2 minutes. As shown in
Chapter 3, this makes the effect of the internal resistance negligible.
The torque that the motor needs to exert on the fan to produce the required thrust can be derived from
Equations (3.4), (3.5), and (3.12):
Q = T - d - (4-7)4 FM-f(47
The design vector includes a motor family (not specific motors of that family) if the family is able to
continuously produce said amount of torque. As explained in Chapter 3, motors from a same family have
the same geometry, weight, price, and rated torque. The following abstracting assumption is made:
* From the range of motor constant values that are offered in motors of the selected family, and
from the possible ways of connecting the vehicle batteries, at least one combination can be
found for which the following equations hold to good approximation:
freq = Ky - V (4.8)
Qreq = I/KV (4.9)
Although (Mueller, 1999) suggests the propulsion system of a small UAV weights approximately 40% of
the total vehicle, and (Pederson, 2011) puts this number in between 60% and 70%, all solutions capable
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of lifting just the propulsion system (or more) were accepted as valid (in the sense described in Chapter
2).
At this point, the design is complete. Details about the implementation of the automatic design tool as
well as the part databases are provided in the appendices.
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Chapter 5. Results
"Remember this is MIT, so numbers are expected from you all."
- Jeff Hoffman
5.1. Design solutions
Validity
Using the aggregated data from the compiled parts databases on the battery's internal resistance and
the aerodynamic performance of the ducted fans, the automatic analyzer produces a better estimation
of the current Talaris performance. This estimation is shown in Table 5.1, and is a much better
approximation to the measured performance (Table 4.2) than the previously possible estimation (Table
4.4).
System dynamic status
VM Voltage at each motor 40 V
lM Current passing through each motor 158 A
Q Fans rotor speed 28 krpm
Tz Total vertical thrust 390 N
Performance metrics
Tnet Net thrust of the propulsion system 230 N
tflight Battery duration 150 s
Wt, Weight of the propulsion system 16 kg
Table 5.1 - Results of a first-order performance analysis of the
current configuration of Talaris, accounting for battery Ohmic
losses.
The slight underestimation of produced net thrust might be due to the decrease of internal resistance of
LiPo batteries with increasing temperature. Another possible cause for that is the increase in
aerodynamic efficiency gained by the custom-made lip of the Talaris ducted fans' shrouds.
Design vector (AG)
The following parameters are used for tradespace exploration:
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ID Parameter Description Units
1 Fan Brand Fan Brand
2 Goal Thrust Goal Thrust N
3 Motor Family Motor Family
4 BatteryMake Battery Make
5 BatteryModel Battery Model
6 Motor Constant Motor Constant
7 Batt Par No# of batteries in parallel -
8 Batt Ser No# of batteries in series -
Table 5.2 - Parameters of the design vector used for tradespace exploration.
Models used
The proposed approach is structured as a two-layered process.
In layer one, tradespace exploration is conducted on parameters 1-3, while other parameters are
simulated by means of an abstracted model. As discussed in Chapter 2, abstracted models can be used
to decompose the design space and reduce the number of feasible solutions by decoupling less sensitive
parameters from the tradespace exploration.
In layer two, parameters 1-3 are kept fixed while parameters 4-8 are varied using a chronological
backtracking algorithm as discussed in Chapter 2.
Solutions
Different analysis can be done using the automatic design tool. A first class of analyses consists in
exploring the design trade space around the current Talaris configuration. A different approach is to find
the optimal Talaris design regardless of the current configuration. Examples of both classes of analyses
follow.
Best combination of current battery packs
As an example of this approach, I explored different number of battery packs in series and in parallel for
the current Talaris configuration. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 5.1.
The number of packs in parallel ranged between 1 and 9, whereas the number of packs in series was
allowed to vary between 1 and 2. The current Talaris configuration (2S5P) appears in the plot as a green
square. The optimal configuration is the top right configuration (258P), as shown in the zoomed version
of Figure 5.1.
Optimal Talaris design
I now perform a tradespace exploration without assuming any kind of base design. Thus, the whole
tradespace is explored in order to see what the best design "from scratch" would have been for Talaris.
The results of such analysis are shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.1 - Effect of changing the number of battery packs in series and parallel for the
current Talaris configuration. In the top branch are 25 configurations, and in the bottom
branch, 1S configurations. in each branch, the individual configurations are 1P - 9P from left to
right. The X axis shows the discharge time of the batteries at full throttle; the Y axis, the thrust
produced beyond the weight of the EDF system; and the color encodes the weight of the EDF
system.
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Figure 5.3 - The trade space of 159 feasible designs for Talaris. Weight and net thrust are plotted on the 2D
axis, and the color of the squares represents total power. Since the ESCs were abstracted of this model, total
power is a good first order indicator for the type of ESC needed, as higher power designs will require more
massive and expensive ESCs.
The trade space has three broad regions dominated by the choice of the fans. Inside each of these
regions, the clusters of designs that line up on parallel lines at about 60 deg from the x axis correspond
to different motors, while the changes in weight are dominated by changes in goal thrust.
Dominated designs can be automatically eliminated from the tradespace, which yields a total of 31 non-
dominated designs, shown in Figure 5.4. Furthermore, the current Talaris configuration has been
included in Figure 5.4. It is apparent that the current Talaris configuration is not only dominated, but
one of the worst feasible designs given my parts database.
The characteristics of five out of these 31 non-dominated designs are gathered in the table below. All
non-dominated designs share the same fan, the Schubeler "DS-94 DIA HST". Seven out of the 31 motors
in the part database are used by at least one design on the Pareto front. More precisely, these motors
are the smallest ones. Table 5.3 contains the information about these 31 non-dominated designs.
Designs that share the same motor are put in the same row, and then only the minimum and maximum
performance designs are shown. For each "family" of designs, the number of designs in the Pareto front
that belong to that family is shown.
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Figure 5.4 - Pareto frontier for the trade space of 470 feasible designs for Talaris. Dominated designs are
shown as small circles whereas the 31 non-dominated designs appear as large diamonds. Utopia point is in
the top left corner (i.e., maximum net thrust, minimum weight). The black diamond represents the current
Talaris configuration.
A quick comparison between the parameters of Table 5.3 and the design parameters for Talaris shows
that Talaris is very different from an optimal design in many ways. First, it doesn't have the best
available fan. All the non-dominated designs are based on the Schubeler "DS-94 DIA HST". Second, it
doesn't have the right motor for its fan; several motors from the Lehner family would have given better
thrust at less weight. Finally, a smaller number of batteries suffice to provide the desired amount of
thrust. In this aspect, the configuration of Talaris is penalized by using a model of batteries with an
optimal discharge time higher than what the system requires, and by not matching the turns of the
motors to the electrical and mechanical working points (as was explained in Chapter 3).
Note that geometrical constraints are not taken into account. Hence, it is not impossible that some of
these 31 non-dominated architectures are actually infeasible due to geometrical considerations. In
particular, it is necessary that: 1) the diameter of the fan's body coincides with the diameter of the
motor's body; 2) the diameter of the fan's shaft coincides with the diameters of the motor's shaft.
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power (kW)
70
60
50
40
30
20
# of Tz Weight Net T PowerFan Motor designs (kgf) (kg) (kgf) (kW)
30.6 4.3 26.3 15.1SchUbeler "DS-94 DIA HST" Lehner-1930 1 30.6 4.3 26.3 15.1
32.7 4.9 27.8 16.7Schubeler "DS-94 DIA HST" Lehner-1940 4 38.8 5.9 32.8 21.6
40.8 6.6 34.3 23.3
Schubeler "DS-94 DIA HST" Lehner-2230 3 44.9 7.3 37.6 26.9
46.9 7.8 39.2 28.7
Schubeler "DS-94 DIA HST" Lehner-1950 1 46.9 7.8 39.2 28.7
49.0 8.6 40.4 30.6
Sch0beler "DS-94 DIA HST" Lehner-2240 6 59.2 10.8 48.4 40.6
61.2 11.7 49.5 42.8
Schubeler "DS-94 DIA HST" Lehner-2250 8 75.5 15.3 60.3 58.6
77.6 16.3 61.2 61.0
Schubeler "DS-94 DIA HST" Lehner-2260 8 91.8 20.2 71.6 78.6
Table 5.3 - Details of the design parameters and figures of merit for the 31 non-dominated designs. The
details of the battery design are not populated at this level of abstraction.
5.2. Tradespace exploration products
As mentioned in the motivation, the benefits of tradespace exploration are that one can gain insight into
the shape and relevant regions of the design tradespace. This has been discussed in the previous
subsection. Another potential benefit is the induction of parametric scaling relations from regression
analysis on the results. This subsection focuses on these parametric scaling relations. In particular,
scaling relations are identified for both BLDC motors and LiPo batteries.
BLDC motors
For COTS models available in the parts database, values of specific torque range between 1.4 N-m/radkg
and 3.1 N-m/rad (25th and 75th percentile). However, motors that exceed 0.5kg tend to have betterkg
torque efficiencies, and values between 3 N-m/rad and 5 N-m/rad are common. Hence, as a firstkg kg
approximation, it can be assumed for applications similar to Talaris that:
N . m/rad
specific torque ~ 4
kg
(5.1)
LiPo batteries
Figure 5.5 shows a Ragone plot of commercially available LiPo battery packs for the plane modeling
market. The specific cost of each pack is encoded as a color.
The details about the characteristics of non-dominated LiPo batteries are provided in Table 5.4.
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Figure 5.5 - Ragone plot of COTS LIPo batteries available as of August 2011. Dominated models are shown as
small circles, whereas non-dominated ones are shown as large squares.
It is also apparent on Figure 5.5 that non-dominated architectures lay on a region of approximately
constant specific energy between 120 Wh/kg and 140 Wh/kg (25th and 7 5 th percentiles). Therefore, as a
first approximation, a value of 130Wh/kg can be assumed for any good design.
Wh
e 130 -- (5.2)
kg
Similarly, specific costs range between 270 $/kg and 320 $/kg (2 5 th and 7 5th percentiles), once one
outlier battery from Tanik has been removed. Thus, a value of about 300 $/kg can be assumed as a first
approximation:
specific cost ; 300 (5.3)
kg
These scaling relationships can now be used to design by solving the reverse problem, which could not
be accomplished before. However, these scaling relations only hold inside a certain region of validity,
and they should not be used outside of this region.
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Model p (kW/kg) e (kW*h/kg) Sp. Cost ($/kg)
Tanic 3S1P 45C 2200mAh 6.7417 0.1498 355.8282
Tanic 4S1P 45C 4400mAh 5.5605 0.1236 282.7324
Tanic 5S1P 45C 4400mAh 5.4918 0.122 275.8621
Tanic 6S1P 45C 4400mAh 5.4604 0.1213 267.0807
Thunder Power G6 2S1P 65C 4400mAh 5.8143 0.0895 233.489
Thunder Power G6 2S1P 65C 5000mAh 6.0276 0.0927 238.0702
Thunder Power G6 4S1P 45C 3300mAh 6.2438 0.1388 284.0625
Thunder Power G6 4S1P 45C 6600mAh 6.2794 0.1395 285.7
Thunder Power G6 4S1P 65C 3300mAh 8.6501 0.1331 326.9482
Thunder Power G6 5S1P 45C 2250mAh 5.3365 0.1186 256.3818
Thunder Power G6 5S1P 45C 3850mAh 5.2803 0.1173 247.1005
Thunder Power G6 5S1P 45C 5000mAh 6.355 0.1412 290.0611
Thunder Power G6 5S1P 65C 3300mAh 7.3897 0.1137 279.311
Thunder Power G6 5S1P 65C 3850mAh 7.3486 0.1131 269.8254
Thunder Power G6 5S1P 65C 50OOmAh 9.1098 0.1402 333.3182
Thunder Power G6 1OS1P 45C 3300mAh 6.4565 0.1435 317.262
Thunder Power G6 10SIP 45C 3850mAh 6.4231 0.1427 300.5912
Thunder Power G6 1OS1P 65C 50OOmAh 9.1934 0.1414 344.0291
Table 5.4 - Non-dominated LlPo battery models with their specific energy, power, and cost.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and Future Research
The previous chapter discussed the application of the automatic design tool to the propulsion subsystem
of the TALARIS Lunar Hopper Prototype. The present chapter provides an overview of the research
presented in this thesis, and outlines avenues of future research in this field.
6.1. Thesis Summary and Conclusions
This thesis presented a systems engineering tool for automatic design of Earth-based reduced-gravity
simulators for planetary hoppers, and described its application to the MIT Talaris Hopper Testbed
development. The research goal is the identification of an optimal design and its comparison with the
existing hardware prototype. The comparison is made to assess the differences between Talaris and the
optimal solution with regards to the propulsion subsystem - namely its battery assembly, EDF and
motors.
The design of an Earth-based reduced-gravity simulator can be generalized as the design of a system-of-
systems composed by the simulator platform and the host spacecraft. System-of-systems design is a
complex challenge when one aims to achieve an optimal design across a range of possible technical
solutions. The challenge is posed by interaction effects and subsystem couplings that make the problem
highly nonlinear and hard to solve with traditional heuristic methods. Automatic design tools are aids to
systems engineers for a broad exploration of the tradespace and selection of a preferred architecture to
further develop in detailed design. Automatic tools implement methods for the solution of design
problem. A solution is defined as a technical concept which achieves desired system requirements while
complying with technical constraints and maximizing a set of user-defined performance metrics. This
thesis reviews possible strategies for the solution of design problems, and proposes a rule-based
implementation of automatic design generation and broad tradespace exploration.
The first design methodology is that of solving the reverse design problem, where the problem consists
in finding a feasible solution that complies with pre-defined system requirements. While this
methodology generates a feasible design, no guarantees can be made on the optimality of the solution
nor does it provide insights on alternative systems that could be considered by engineers.
The second design methodology consists in evolving an existing baseline design in order to achieve the
desired performance. This method improves point designs that are either pre-defined or defined by
using inverse design problem tools, but can only provide improvements without guarantees of global
optimality.
The third design methodology consists in a broad tradespace exploration, where multiple designs are
generated by an automatic tool and evaluated by means of a set of pre-defined metrics. Automatic
design generation and evaluation can be achieved by means of a rule-based system, such as the one
proposed in this thesis for the design of the propulsion subsystem of Talaris.
Automatic design is decomposed in three subsequent phases: 1) "generate", 2) "estimate" and 3)
"select". The "generate" phase consists in the generation of feasible designs by means of a set of pre-
defined generation rules. Feasible designs are successively processed by the "estimate" phase, where
designs are evaluated by means of pre-defined evaluation metrics. Finally, the preferred design is
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identified in the "select" phase, therefore providing a design (or set of designs) that best meet
performance requirements and technical constraints.
The tool has been applied for a fixed layout of Talaris, as in its current development version described in
Chapter 2. A use case for the propulsion subsystem design is discussed in detail. Said subsystem is
composed of the battery assembly, the EDFs and EDF motors. Several couplings are identified. EDFs
provide thrust proportional to a given power input. Batteries' mass is proportional to said power output,
and impact overall vehicle mass. This highly intertwined design problem has been analyzed using the
automatic design tool. As a result, an optimal design has been generated and compared with the Talaris
testbed. Technology-specific conclusions are as follows:
- Batteries: discharge rate is a primary driver in battery selection. High discharge rate require high
instantaneous power draws, which in turn drive the battery's internal resistance. With current
operations of Talaris, power is drawn within a 2 minute discharge time. The optimal design therefore
featured the COTS battery with the lowest internal resistance for this discharge rate, namely Thunder
Power 65C. The current hardware prototype of Talaris is suboptimal in this sense, as it employs Tanic
7S4500 LiPo batteries, with much higher discharge rate than said 65C model. This is mainly due to the
chemical composition of the batteries as employed by Tanic.
- Batteries: the battery assembly of the Talaris prototype is over-sized with respect to the nominal
operation mode (i.e. steady hovering). For this reason, a non-required mass penalty is introduced, with
adverse ripple effect on the overall performance of the system.
- Motor winding (namely, the number of winding turns) must be matched to the battery connection
layout, as discussed in Chapter 5.
- Motor brand: Lehner series 19 or 22, depending on the region of interest within the Pareto front (see
Table 5.3)
- Fan: Schubeler DS-94 DIA HST
Automatic design tool
As explained in Chapter 3, the attributes with which a software tool is evaluated are many, and they
have discrete domains, which implies that the comparison of software tools is hard. This is how the tool
developed in this thesis performs in the attributes identified in Section 3.4 as relevant for the design
effort of Talaris:
* User interface: Matlab toolbox.
" Supported programming languages: Matlab, Jess.
* Supported domains for the design parameters:
o Continuous and/or discrete: only discrete.*
o Multidimensional or scalar: multidimensional.
o Bounded/unbounded:bounded.
o Drawn from parts databases: yes.
* Protocols for the use of external simulators/solvers: Java, .Net, or COM.
* Support for rapid modeling and model modularity: yes
* Need of an initial guess of the solution: no.
Although the results are available in Matlab, and hence can be fed as inputs to its optimizers.
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* Transparent support for parallel or distributed computation: no.
e Monitoring of the search process: yes.
* Delivery of multiple solutions: yes.
Considerations for the architecture of the Talaris EDF System
The dropping of the original requirement that asked for the Talaris EDF System to control the attitude of
the vehicle (and, with it, the verticality of the thrust vector) opened the possibility of easing the
propulsion design by using a different physical layout (another "architecture"):
Let's consider a hypothetical architecture that used only one fan of area Atotal, which satisfied a
requirement for thrust Treq by consuming a power of Ptotl- Equation (3.13) relates these values.
Treq = 4pAtotal (FMVPto) (6.1)
If, instead of one big fan, a number N of scaled-down versions of it were to be used, the same total level
of thrust can be obtained by consuming the same total amount of power. For that to hold, it is only
necessary that the sum of the N smaller rotor areas be equal to the original area Atot. This is easily
proved by seeing that Equation (6.2) holds for each of the smaller fans.
(re) = 4p AtotaL (FMVrtota) (6.2)
As the total power consumed remains the same, so does the weight of batteries needed.
But this division is favorable in terms of the torque required from the motors. As was shown in Equation
(4.7), the amount of torque required by each fan is proportional to the thrust demanded and to the
diameter of the fan. With this change from using one to N fans, the thrust demanded of each fan is
divided by N, and the diameter of each fan is divided by v'N (so that the areas add up to the original
value). The required torque thus drops by a factor of N 31 2 . If, per what is said in Chapter 3, the smaller
motors used retain about the same torque density, the total weight of the N motors is reduced by a
factor of vN.
This suggests that architectures that use 6 or 8 fans instead of 4 present a better performance in terms
of net thrust. As was presented in this Chapter, the prices of off-the-shelf LiPo batteries and BLDC
motors are very approximately proportional to their weight, so it might be the case that using more fans
is also preferable in terms of cost.
6.2. Opportunities for Future Research
Further tradespace exploration
Further tradespace exploration will be required to explore more tradeoffs in hopper design. A baseline
design evolution will be enabled by the ability to solve the inverse design problem, as described in
Chapter 2. This can be done by exploiting the hook feature in the Matlab code, from within the
backtracking algorithm described in Appendix B.
An early inverse design exercise applied on Talaris will enable improved understanding in the design of
the system as traced from a top-down decomposition of requirements. .
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Response-time prediction model
Non-linearities are key in the analysis of limitations induced by response time: these include throttle
sampling of 20ms by the ESC, 0-100% battery voltage saturation and throttle granularity. Said features
are particularly important in improving modeling of industrial motors control. Additional features
include rotor inertia and battery dynamics.
Detailed estimation model for the performance of Talaris
A detailed estimate of Talaris performance is key for the design of the control subsystem. Control tuning
operations are expensive in terms of man-hours. Said cost can be reduced with improved modeling. A
detailed model is able to optimally match control input and system response, therefore reducing the
number of required iterations. The model can also be used to analyze the robustness of the system to
perturbations. Examples include wind gusts and ground effect. Other uncertainties to be considered
include the effect size of the electrical connections' resistance and the investigation of the tradeoff
between harness and total mass. Uncertainty analysis can be used to estimate mass margins to apply to
the system for further development.
Consequences on Control of sharing the batteries
Sensitivity analysis is required to assess the effect of voltage drop in motors following a throttle increase
set by the controller. A dynamic model of the batteries could be used to shed light into this issue.
Optimization of the physical layout of the fans
A fixed layout has been considered for this thesis. This included a fixed number of fans for the hopper.
Different layouts with a varying number of fans should be considered for global optimization of the
system. Further parameters to optimize include cant angles and additional operational models (such as
contingency).
Life-cycle cost of LiPo batteries
Lifecycle cost modeling would enable a cost-benefit analysis on battery mass versus available time of
flight for the hopper system. This aspect has not yet been considered in the design of the hardware
prototype.
Motors Drives
Powertec Powertec
MTS Control Techniques
Baumuller Unico
Yaskawa Yaskawa
Siemens
General Electric
TB Woods
TAE
Baumuller
Table 6.1 - List of manufacturers of high-
power BLDC motors and drives. (source:
(E. Lee, n d))
Analysis and comparison of other propulsion architectures
A "make or buy" decision has not been yet assessed in the design of the Talaris prototype. This include
an in-depth decision analysis on whether custom-build components versus employing a COTS approach
as in its current version. Information gathering will be required to inform this tradeoff. Information
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required includes quotes from COTS companies to compare cost advantage versus performance penalty
introduced by the COTS approach.
A list of companies that sell industrial high-power BLDC motors and drives in the North American market
are shown in Table 6.1.
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Chapter 8. - Appendix A. Software documentation
"Only what is written has value."
- Luis Rouco
This chapter describes the software application implemented from a functional perspective and from a
design perspective.
8.1. Software installation
The application is distributed in a self-contained directory. The subdirectory called "Global" includes all
m-files that other functions of the tool expect to find in the Matlab path. The m-file "initialreset.m"
adds this directory to the path automatically for the duration of the Matlab session.
In order to use the Jess engine library for more than a trial time, a license (free for educational
purposes) must be obtained by following the steps of the official website. The distribution files of the
library include a JAR file containing its executable code. This file is to be placed in a known directory, and
the path to that directory is to be updated in the file "initialreset.m." The version of the library used by
the design tool is 7.1 (this is important, as newer versions might change the programming interface,
becoming incompatible with code written for previous versions).
The same procedure is to be followed with the JAR file of the MatlabControl library (which can be
downloaded for free from its official website). The version of the library used by the tool is 4.0.0.
8.2. Software Design and Implementation
Software architecture
Search using Chronological Backtracking
There is a comment to be made about the constraint-satisfaction algorithm selected. Certainly, among
its algorithmic family, Chronological Backtracking is the simplest and thus least efficient one. What is
won by using it instead of other more sophisticated algorithms is bidirectional traceability of the code:
Chronological Backtracking can easily be implemented as a ruleset executed by an inference engine.
When the different constraints and equations of the design model are encoded into rules, there is a
one-to-one mapping between them: A piece of knowledge corresponds to a piece of source code.
The reason this is important is to allow for an iterative refinement of the models which is as easy as
typing the new equations. Sure enough, more sophisticated constraint-satisfaction algorithms (such as
Forward Checking (Haralick & Elliott, 1980)) work only on binary constraints, that is, constraints
involving only two variables. To be able and use them on higher-order constraints, they need to be
previously converted following a process called "binarization." Can binarization of constraints be
automated? It certainly can, although the piece of software to do so is far from trivial, and it is not
available as a library for the Jess language.
If a technology to automatically binarize constraints comes to be available to the "Matlab + Jess"
architecture, the search algorithm could be changed to Forward Checking or any of its extensions (e.g.
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"Minimal forward checking" (Dent & Mercer, 1994)). Doing this would improve the efficiency of the
generation of design solutions.
Alternatively, generalizations of these algorithms to support n-ary constraints, as listed by (Bessibre,
Meseguer, Freuder, & Larrosa, 2002), could be explored: It is possible that at least some of them could
be implemented in Jess in a way that preserves the desirable properties of using Chronological
Backtracking.
Rules implementation of Chronological Backtracking
The search algorithm was implemented as a ruleset in which each constraint is a single independent
rule, and each estimation model is also a single rule. Some of the rules that form the algorithm forward
information related to the search to Matlab (e.g. information on valid solutions found, or on parts of the
design space explored so far).
The rationale behind the decision to implement every algorithm, every constraint, and every estimation
model in separate rules is to permit a modular codification of constraints and estimation models. That
modularity eases debugging and rapid modeling, one of the goals of the tool.
Each incomplete design of the search tree is added to the fact base. There are rules that generate a
more refined incomplete design than a previous incomplete design (e.g. by filling in the motor that has
to be used); for each design there are rules that calculate derived attributes such as the total weight of
the design (the sum of the weight of each of the components). Finally, there are rules that are activated
if a design violates a design constraint or requirement. In this case the design is eliminated from the
facts base. These three groups of rules execute the tasks of generation, evaluation and selection
explained in Chapter 2. This software structure is shown in the following flowchart:
v- Proposed Design
Check
Constraints
Calculate
Properties
Extend
Figure 8.1 - Depiction of the different rule sets that act on each proposed design to
Implement the chronological backtracking algorithm. Inner loops represent higher
priority on firing.
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Values are yielded to Matlab asynchronously, one at a time
In order to be able to monitor in real time the execution of the model, valid and complete designed are
passed asynchronously to MatlabTM, so that the person executing the design task can stop the run if the
results obtained are erroneous, indicating a modeling error. This feature can save considerable time to
the designer, especially in the case of iterative designs -like Talaris-, where design attributes need to be
changed continuously.
This feature is based on a set of rules that detect when a design is valid and complete. These rules
invoke a Matlab callback function, and pass as parameter the Jess object representing the design. It is
important that the callback function can read the attributes calculated. To this end, the design remains
in the facts base and the software provides Matlab functions that can be used to query design
attributes.
The execution flow of the complete design process can be conceptually summarized in the following
seven steps:
1. Initialize the rules engine
2. Load the available parts catalogs
3. Define the design vector
4. Load the analysis and constraints models
5. Load the design requirements
6. Set up the design solution callback
7. Run
Software structure
Here I present the different files and their distribution in directories from a "high level" point of view.
"run.m" script: Loads the program.
"Global" directory: Contains utility functions. This directory and its subdirectories are added to the
Matlab path.
"Parts Catalogs" directory: Each of its subdirectories represents a parts catalog, and contains the code to
load it into the facts base.
"Applications" directory: Each of its subdirectories represents a specific design problem or tradespace
exploration project. It serves just this organization purpose of having problem-specific files grouped
together.
8.3. Parts databases
Compiling a parts database requires a very time-consuming activity. It is thus common to use existing
databases (some commercial, some free). Most available databases include industrial components, for
which the manufacturer is incentivized to publish specification sheets. Prices are not usually published in
those cases, though, as the quotes are made in a per-client basis.
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On the area of EDF Systems for model-plane hobbyists, the situation is different: both specifications and
prices are readily available in online and magazine publications. That information is incomplete,
unreliable, and imprecise. Still, its immediate availability represents an opportunity worth leveraging:
Their huge volume is ideal for an early-phase design effort. This effort can result in a big reduction of the
design space on which the engineer is actually interested: for that reduced design space, more costly
parts databases of higher quality and detail can be compiled.
There are four main sources for these "low-hanging fruit" specifications: manufacturers' online catalogs,
retailers web stores, commercial analysis tools, and amateur tests reports.
Commercial analysis tools for estimating the performance of EDF Systems have been available for many
years (e.g. ElectriCalc (SLK Electronics, 2009) was first released in 1996). (Turan, 2009) publishes a survey
of available analysis tools (commercial and free). These tools are mainly focused on flight properties of
the planes; not a hovering condition, as is the Talaris case. They use hidden (thus unverifiable) and
unmodifiable models for performance estimation, and some have been verified wrong (e.g. by
(Merchant, 2004)); but some come with parts databases that can be automatically added to the one
used by my tool.
From the four sources mentioned, I compiled several parts databases of COTS LiPo batteries packs and
cells, in-runner brushless DC motors, electronic speed controllers, and ducted fans.
Database Architecture
Due to the large variety of sources required to have a complete database, its design should permit
incremental updates and extensions so that more information is added as new specifications are found.
One way of achieving this is to store the information in a central database, and a means to automatically
condition the data from a new source and then add it to the database.
The way I do it, the information of each different source is stored separately; the easiest way being
usually by copying into an Excel file. Alongside each of these particular databases, a custom Matlab
function is created and stored. This function is the responsible for loading the information of its
particular database into the agglomerated parts database of the rules engine's working memory.
One example of the flexibility that can be achieved with this architecture is that a certain parameter of a
ducted fan can be incorporated to the database without any requirement on the structure of the source
providing the parameter. For instance, a manufacturer's web site could provide the specification.
Conversely, for fans where the manufacturer didn't provide this data on the web site, the architecture
would allow using as source aerodynamic tests.
All parts databases made available to the software are combined inside the Jess facts base. This can only
be done if each of those databases follows, or can be converted to, a common data model.
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Chapter 9. - Appendix B. Overview of the CLIPS programming
language
CLIPS, "C Language Integrated Production System," is a domain-specific language for programming rules
engines. The CLIPS language was developed by the Software Technology Branch of NASA Lyndon B.
Johnson Space Center in the late 80's, as a public, compatible alternative to the existing ART language.
An introduction to CLIPS is provided in this subsection, in order to facilitate the comprehension of some
parts of chapters 5 and 6, as well as part of the source code provided with this thesis.
The language syntax can be divided in two parts: the syntax to define the patterns that form the LHS of
rules, and the syntax to define the actions that form the RHS of rules. Both parts of the language are
presented next.
9.1. Procedural part: Actions
CLIPS, as LISP, is an expression-oriented language. Therefore, no distinction is made between
expressions and statements, and both code and data are just expressions. The basis of CLIPS syntax are
S-expressions, or symbolic expressions, which are lists of data with some structure, such as (car Ford
red) or (+ 2 3). The first element of every S-expression is an operator, and any remaining elements are
treated as data. This is called prefix notation (as opposed to infix -natural- notation).
As a first example, consider a simple mathematical operation including sums and products. As shown in
Table 9.1, it looks different in CLIPS and in C. CLIPS uses prefix notation, and therefore the + and *
operators are placed before the operands. C uses infix notation, which is closer to the natural
mathematical language. The third variant, postfix notation, also called reverse Polish notation, is used in
some electronic calculators.
The order of execution in CLIPS (as is in LISP) is always from the inside (the most nested expression) to
the outside. Note that, in C, the order of execution of expressions such as the example of Table 9.1 is
determined by operator precedence. Parentheses are used to express an arbitrary order of execution
explicitly. In CLIPS, the parentheses are mandatory (they express an "evaluation"), and the order of
execution is thus always explicit in the code.
C language CLIPS language
6 + * *(+ 3 (+
Table 9.1 - Comparison of the syntaxes of C and CLIPS: Expressions with Infix vs. prefix operators. The
order of execution (syntax tree) is explicit In CLIPS, unlike In C.
As said above, CLIPS is an expression-based language. Even the most complicated statement in CLIPS is a
single expression (containing of course, many nested expressions). This means all statements (and
everything enclosed in parentheses) return a value. For bodies of code (e.g. inside an "if" statement),
the returned value is always the last expression evaluated. It is, in a sense, as if bodies of code had
implicit "return" statements. If the infix notation of C allows for more natural-looking expressions, the
implicit "returns" of CLIPS allows for more natural-looking function definitions. Equation (9.1) shows the
definition of the factorial function as it would be written in natural mathematical language. Table 9.2
shows the same function as would be defined in C and CLIPS.
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factorial(n) = ', i n 1
n -factorial(n - 1), otherwise (9.1)
C language CLIPS language
int factorial (int n) { (defun factorial (?n)
if (n <= 1) (if (<= ?n 1)
return 1;
else else
return n * factorial(n - ); (* ?n (factorial (- ? 1)))))
}
factorial(5) -20 (factorial 5) -+12
Table 9.2 - Comparison of the syntaxes of C and CUPS: Definition of a recursive function, and function call. Implicit "return."
CLIPS and LISP are also well known for their dynamic typing, as opposed to the hard static typing of
other computing languages such as C or Java. Thus, in CLIPS, there is no need to declare the type of a
variable before assigning a value to it; instead, the variable will take the type from the value.
C language CLIPS language
char[] x = "a str "; (bind ?x "a string")
x .4; -. Error (bind ? . 4 Valid
Table 9.3 - Comparison of the semantics of C and CLIPS: Static vs. dynamic
typing.
Finally, CLIPS makes extensive use of symbols as a primary data type (as are numbers, character strings,
and lists). The equivalent of symbols in a language like C would be the "enum" data type, where a set of
accepted symbolic values is predefined for a variable, so that these symbols can then be directly
assigned as its value.
C language CLIPS language
enum Currercy { (bind ?my-currency on)
Pounds,
my currency = pms
Table 9.4 - Comparison of the semantics of C and CLIPS: Symbolic programming.
Actions that modify the facts base
There are several ways in which a designer might want to modify the facts base while the engine is
running. The most common modifications are the inclusion of a new fact (which in CLIPS is performed by
the function "assert"), and the deletion of an existing fact (function "retract").
A new fact that is to be added to the working memory is expressed in CLIPS according to the syntax of
the following example:
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(assert (mly (name"Jnads)
(saar , 00) ))
Table 9.5 - Syntax to assert a new fact In CLIPS.
The semantics of a fact defined this way are analogous to the semantics of a table record in relational
databases, and the semantics of an object in object-oriented programming (OOP). Table 9.6 compares
these three analogous views.
I CLIPS Relational model OOP |
fact head table name class name
slot column property
slot column property
y slot column property
Table 9.6 - Analogy between CLIPS' facts, relational-table records,
and OOP objects.
Facts in CLIPS are not only expressible, as was just shown, but also denotable. What this means is that a
variable can have a fact as its value (or equivalently, the variable name can denote the fact). To remove
a fact from working memory, the following syntax is used:
(retract a
Table 9.7 - Syntax to retract a fact
from working memory In CLIPS.
The way to assign an existing fact to a variable is shown below, when the declarative part of the
language is presented.
Other modifications that can be performed on the facts base are the correction and the copying of a
fact. The correction or updating of some properties (slots) of a fact is performed by the function
"modify". The function "duplicate" copies a fact while changing some of its slots to new values.
9.2. Declarative part: Conditions
As explained before, a rule is has two main parts: a LHS which is the declarative part and contains a set
of conditions, and a RHS which is the procedural part and contains a set of actions. If all the conditions
expressed in the LHS are met, the actions in the RHS are executed. The previous sections presented the
syntax to express actions in the RHS. This section describes the syntax to express the conditions in the
LHS.
The conditions in the LHS of a rule consist of patterns that are used to match facts in the working
memory. The syntax of these patterns is very similar to the syntax used to express new facts to be
asserted (see Table 9.5). It has added complexity, in order to be powerful enough to express conditions
on the slot values of matching facts, and to capture any of those values in variables.
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(empoyee(name ?namre)
(salary ?salary & : (< ?salary ,00 ) )
Table 9.8 - Syntax to express conditions using patterns In CLIPS.
Table 9.8 shows an example of a pattern. The pattern in this example will match all the facts of the type
"employee" that happen to have a slot "age" with value 50, and a slot salary with a value lower than
50,000. The values of the slots "name" and "salary" of each matching employee are assigned to local
variables ("?name" and "?salary" respectively). These variables can be used to express further
conditions for the matching (as is done with "?salary" in the example), or can be used in the actions
defined in the RHS of the rule.
An example of a rule whose RHS uses values captured in variables from the LHS is listed in Table 9.9.
When the rules engine is run, the activation of this rule will print out the name, age and salary of all
employees in the facts base who are older than 50 years and earn less than $50,000 per year.
(defrule fi ndi-candildates-
(empoye ( ?name)
(.age ?age - & : (> ?age u)
( r ?-salary &
(printout ?name ?ag-e ?salary r ) )
Table 9.9 - Syntax of a CLIPS rule that uses values captured Into
variables in the LHS.
Table 9.9 also shows a few more details about the syntax of a rule:
* Any rule definition starts with the keyword "defrule" plus the name of the rule.
* The symbol "=>" separates the LHS from the RHS.
* All the patterns present in the LHS (only one pattern is shown in the example) must have
complete matches in order for the rule to fire.
* Relational operators such as "&" (logical "and"), "I" (logical "or"), and "~" (logical "not") can be
used to construct complex constraints on the matching.
* Matches can further be constrained by using predicate functions, i.e. any function returning a
boolean value. Predicate functions are preceded by the character ":" put before the parentheses
that mark their evaluation (see the table for two examples).
Capturing a matched fact in a variable
To retract a fact that is currently in working memory, as was explained above, one needs to assign it to a
variable. This is done by capturing a fact that has matched a LHS pattern, using a special syntax
mechanism: Every pattern of a LHS that is preceded by a variable name and the symbol "<-" will capture
its matching fact into said variable. Thus for example, the following rule will retract any employee facts
from the database with age larger than 65.
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(defrule
(retract ? )
(printout "
Table 9.10 - CLIPS pattern that captures the matched fact In a variable.
Matching lists of values
Regular variables like the ones just presented match exactly one value when used in patterns. However,
a fact slot in CLIPS is not constrained to have one value, but can rather have a list of values (analogously
to how an object property in OOP can be of type "List"). Slots whose value is a list of things are called
"multislots" in CLIPS.
If the number of elements in a multislot value is known, one can write a pattern that captures its
elements in variables using the syntax of Table 9.11. That example would match shopping carts that
contain exactly four items, being the first one milk and the fourth one butter. The values of the second
and third items would be captured into variables.
Table 9.11 - CLIPS pattern to match a fact's multislot.
When the number of elements one wants to match in a multislot is not known a priori, that syntax is
insufficient. CLIPS thus provides a mechanism to capture in a single variable the whole list of all values of
a multislot: If a variable in a pattern is written with a "$" sign in its name just before the "?", it can
capture any number of consecutive values of a multislot. These values are stored in the variable as a list.
Table 9.12 shows an example of rule that uses that syntax.
(defrule n
(printout " o.n n S 'it ) )
Table 9.12 - CLIPS pattern to match a multislot's value as a list.
Placeholders
A single "?" mark in a LHS pattern is a wildcard for "any value matches." An example of use is listed in
Table 9.13: It shows a rule that will fire for every student with a grade of A in the third of four tests.
(defrule i ai -- -
(printout .?o i
Table 9.13 - CLIPS pattern placeholders.
Similarly, "$?" acts as a placeholder for "any number of consecutive values."
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